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INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH INSTITUTES 

This study is based on information obtained through direct acquaintance with 
several industrial research institutes in developing countries in Asia, Latin America, 
and the Middle East, as well as on more extensive knowledge of similar organizations 
in Western Europe and the United States in both earlier periods when industrial 
research institutes first began to function and the present. The history of the 
industrial research institute, its origin and subsequent expansion, provides a basis for 
formulating guiding principles for similar institutes in other countries. 

The material presented in this study concentrates on critical factors bearing on 
the contributions institutes can make to national development. Directors of 
institutes, because of their usual background as research scientists, may tend to 
emphasize technical aspects rather than the broad problems of administrative policies 
and procedures. The programmes are likely to reflect professional interests rather 
than be directed towards more practical activities, for which the need is great in 
developing countries. Ability to attract client-supported projects is one of the most 
significant measures of direct service to industry and a guarantee that the results will 
be applied in industry. In-house projects supported out of general funds are not given 
adequate scrutiny as to their ultimate impact on natiomJ development, and emphasis 
is instead placed on longer-range investigations that have greater scientific appeal and 
prestige. Throughout the world there is need for improved programmes of technical 
assistance to medium-sized and small companies, a subject of vital importance to 
developing countries. There is insufficient use of input-output and cost-benefit 
analyses in the selection and management of research projects. Evaluation procedures 
concentrate on technical feasibility and often neglect engineering, marketing and 
economic factors. The most important omission, particularly for in-house projects, is 
failure to consider entrepreneurial feasibility, i.e. by whom and in what manner will 
the results be used. 

The procedures proposed in this study may appear too complex for use by a 
relatively new industrial research institute in a developing country. However, it is 
believed that they can be used selectively and in leu detailed form to suit individual 
cases. The basic purpose is to provide a checklist of the major administrative 
(unctions necessary for the evaluation of performance and future prospects in 
whatever depth may seem suitable. 

This study was prepared with the assistance of Lawrence W. Bass,1 acting as a 
consultant to UNIDO. 

Questions pertaining to these guidelines, as well as comments, criticisms and 
suggestions may be addressed to: 

The Industrial Institutions Section 
United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
P.O. Box 707 
A-1011 Vienna. Austria 

'Mr. Bass wat formerly assistant Director of «t%« Mellon InUitute of Industrial Reeearch, 
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Vtee-President in charge of Research and Development, Unita«* Statai Industrial 
Chemicals Company, New York; and Vice-President of Arthur D. Little Inc., Cambridge, Man. 

Since IMS, Mt. Batt hai been activa at an independent consultant for auch organiiations at 
Arthur D. Little Inc., the National Academy of Sciane««, Washington, D.C., and for UNIDO. In 
this capacity he hat undertaken many field aaaignmentt in developing countries of Asia and Latin 
America, participated in a large number of meetings and symposia on research and development, 
prepared studies and papers on the subject, and perused very closely national policies on research 
and development in various countries. 

J 



Chapter 1 

EVALUATION AS A MANAGERIAL TECHNIQUE 

Essential characteristics of evaluation procedures 

The application of the scientific method to the administration of private and 
public activities has made it essential to devise some method of measuring the 
effectiveness of planning and implementing selected courses of action. If evaluation is 
to be meaningful, the parameters of progress towards goals should be defined in 
terms that are as quantitative as their character will permit. 

Admittedly, assessment of many functions will necessarily be subjective and 
qualitative, but the establishment of suitable criteria will provide more rational 
guidelines for measuring performance. 

Proceu of management 

To permit evaluation of a complex of activities, the programme must be broken 
down into units of sufficient homogeneity to »How systematic analysis. The 
methodology for planning and implementing a given unit includes the following 
steps: 

(a) Definition of the problem for which a course of action is to be proposed; 

fb) Determination of the basic factors of the situation to be met; 

fc) Proposal and comparative review of alternative routes to the solution of the 
problem; 

(d) Selection of the most favourable route; 

(e) Decision to adopt a course of action; 

if) Implementation of the decision. 

This succession of steps may be represented schematically as set forth below to 
illustrate their relation to the managerial functions of selecting goals, deciding on 
methods for their attainment, and instituting activities to bring selected plani to 
fruition. 
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Policies Criteria Action 

Problem definition x 
Problem analysis x 
Alternative solutions x 
Selection of optimum x x 
Decision x 

Implementation x 

For successful management, two additional steps are required: 

(g) Progressive review of implementation; 
(h) Continuing review of policies, criteria, and procedures to incorporate the 

benefits of experience. 

Evaluation of operating and staff functions 

In measuring the performance of a complex organization, management is 
confronted with two types of evaluation, one which can be quantitative because it 
deals with actual results, and the other qualitative because it relates to activities that 
are only preparatory to decision and action. 

In an individual establishment, quantitative evaluation can be made, for 
example, of the productive and distributive operations because their results show up 
in numerical values. Other activities, which may be classed as staff or overhead 
functions, contribute only indirectly to operations, and hence judgements as to their 
effectiveness must in general be subjective. Management itself is customarily 
classified as an overhead function, even though its effectiveness is measurable by the 
over-all performance of the organization as an economic entity. 

In a government complex, too, certain functional groups produce results that 
can be measured quantitatively, such as revenue production. Assessing the 
contributions of other activities to the national welfare often remains qualitative 
because these activities are advisory or promotional rather than operational. 

Evaluation of technical programmes 

Much attention is being given to methods of measuring the contributions of 
technical programmes, but thus far no direct evaluation procedures have received 
wide acceptance. Because the technical groups do not have operational 
responsibilities, their contribution depends on the utilization of their findings by 
others. The evaluation of technical performance therefore tends to be qualitative. 

This conclusion has a solid basis in one of the fundamental tenets of 
management philosophy, namely, that authority and responsibility must be in 
balance. Technical departments have a staff or advisory capacity; except in rare 
instances,  they do not have authority  to implement the new and improved 
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technology they create, but instead the authority and responsibility are vested in line 
operational functions. Hence, the responsibilities of technical departments may be 
denned as follows: 

(a) To provide needed technological information; 

(b) To promote the introduction of technological advances in operations. 

Attempts to devise quantitative evaluation methods for research and 
development performance have been hindered by several factors. These methods 
embody the concept of assigning a share of financial benefits to the creation and 
adoption of new and improved technology. The difficulties encountered include the 
following: 

(a) Evaluation schemes of this type measure the effect of past performance and 
do not address themselves directly to the current programme. 

(b) When they do concern themselves with future benefits from current 
projects, they rest on the uncertain assumption that the technology being 
created wUl be utilized and that the competitive environment will remain 
relatively constant. The uncertainty is in proportion to the distance in time 
from the completion date of the projects. 

(c) The calculation of benefits from past work usually involves an arbitrary 
assumption as to the share of financial gains properly assignable to research 
and development as opposed to the contributions made by the operating 
departments in utilizing the technology. This mav lead to friction between 
the technical department and the production and marketing departments. 

(d) Forecasts of future benefits from projects in process are usually made by 
the technical department, and the degree of objectivity is therefore suspect. 

(e) The estimation of productivity is normally concerned with major 
innovative projects. Hence the routine work required to support existing 
operations, which usually constitutes the bulk of the programme, is often 
not examined critically. 

The tendency, therefore, even in sophisticated enterprises in highly developed 
countnes, is to take the value of technical activities as a matter of faith Major 
projects are evaluated in terms of expected future benefits, and the costs of technical 
work are evaluated in comparison with the expected financial gains In large 
organizations the innovative projects are frequently assigned to central technical 
groups, while supporting work is distributed among operating divisions This 
arrangement sometimes leads to gaps in intermediate-range technical programmes 
falling between the two extremes. 

Most managements thus consider a technical programme a necessary and 
justified expense. Individual sectors are scrutinized, but there is often no attempt to 
evaluate the programme as a whole to estimate probable total benefits. Figures are 
available for comparing the cost of research and development of industrial sectors 
and individual organizations, and these can be used as general guidelines. However 
the technical requirements of an individual enterprise must be programmed as à 
special case. 
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Principles for evaluation 

In developing countries an industrial research institute is often the sole major 
technical resource. The introduction of technology new to the country is admitted to 
be an important factor in economic development. The institute is expensive to 
operate and absorbs proportionately a large percentage of available technical 
personnel. Consequently, it is extremely important to establish some principles for 
its evaluation. 

Quantitative assessment of past performance 

One type of direct evaluation reflects the degree of confidence placed in the 
institute by its founders and clients. As a gross measure, the amount of funds made 
available to support its activities has value. This assessment should take into 
consideration the relation between the sums contributed by the founders, public or 
semi-public agencies, who reflect the basic assumption of its contribution to national 
development, and those provided by its customers or clients for work on specific 
topics. Derivatives of the data on financial support are the size of staff and the 
existing facilities. 

Just as in the case of the technical programme in an individual establishment, 
certain quantitative measures can be suggested. These relate, first, to the kinds and 
amounts of technological information developed, and second, to such data 
necessarily fragmentary as can be assembled on the utilization of the information by 
the country's industry and government agencies. These are the direct measures of 
past performance. 

Growth rate of past performance 

The current data on the financial support, staff and facilities reflect only the 
local situation, and by themselves do not provide a basis for meaningful comparisons 
with similar institutions in other countries. They may be studied in relation to 
current data for other organizations, but the complex of national policies, physical 
resources, climate for development etc. may be so difficult that no valid conclusion 
can be drawn. 

This study will therefore use the growth rate of financial support, projects 
completed, staff, and facilities as the basis for evaluating the institute's achievements 
in meeting local needs and conditions. The earlier sections will describe method* for 
compiling and examining the data and will propose general criteria for assessing 
performance. 

Posture for fUture performance 

Estimates of future contributions to national development are difficult to make 
on a quantitative basis except in isolated cases. Trend lines baaed on extrapolation of 
past performance have some value in projecting the courte of technical programmas, 
and use will be made of them, but more importance should be placed on qualitative 
assessment of the ability of the institute to carry out its objectives in the future. 

The later sections of this study will therefore present a scheme for rating the 
posture of the institute qualitatively. Major facets will include the management, the 
principles for selecting in-house work and for attracting a clientele, the administrative 
procedures for carrying out work, and the development of personnel and faclitiat. 
These are all diverse in nature, but an attempt will be made to propose a composite 
method for rating. 



Chapter 2 

EVALUATION OF FINANCIAL POSITION 

Grow income 

The funds received to support the programme of an industrial research institute 
reflect the attitude of its founders and clients towards its present and potential 
tutu* contributions to industrial development. The term "founders" is used 
throughout this study to denote those public or strm-puMtc ajene*« (including 
privale phianthropic foundations or industry associations) under whose auspices the 
institute was established; these agencies almost always continue their support over a 
period of years. They are sometimes called "sponsors", but this name is not used 
here to avoid confusion with "clients", who are frequently designated as sponsors 
because the term "sponsored resesreh" is commonly used to define protects 
supported directly by third parties. 

The term "client" is used for any enterprise, establishment, association or 
agency that enters into an agrée ment to pay all or part of the cost of a spécifie 
project or programme conducted at its request The results of the work may become 
the exclusive property of the client, sometimes subject to restase as public 
information after a certain lapse of time, or may enter the public domain at once In 
many countries public agencies may act as clients by contracting for work whkh 
they support by allocation of funds from their own budgets. In other cases the 
industrial research institutes do not receive directly the fees paid for work or services 
but matead these are paid into the public treasury; presumably the budgets for the 
institutes wil m due course reflect the volume of such fees in the subsidies they 
receive from public sources Direct payment to the insti tutti appears to be desirable 

-UT•' ÎÏT J1 f"•*9* * Itrofl| "**«*» "> «"créas» the amount of sponsored 
work on behalf of clients who expect to use the results to improv their operations 

Amlym of income énconüng to source 

The data on income received during a current fiscal period have value as a 
ÜÜÍÜTJÍ f^l****'*1 *•> "»* * Pltced in historical perspective to be a 

HlHL   JZ^lï!*^91**, ** 9me9ém for "*»«*• **»" *~" '«*»* • pattern consistent with that of previous years For this pumo», data should be 
coswrttd into stable monetary units Any special income or adjustments ( such as for 
prepayments or accounts receivable) should receive uniform treatment 
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The gross analysis according to source will therefore include the following 
categories: 

(a) Supporting income  funds received from founders as subsidy to support 
basic expenses, including in-house projects; 

(b) Earned income  fees received from clients as partial or total payment of 
costs of investigations conducted for them; 

(c) Other   sources special   grants   or  royalties  on   patents  or proprietary 
information etc.; 

Id) Adjustments  to bring receipts into line with the current fiscal period; 
(e)  Capital  funds special payments for facilities or equipment not part of 

normal income. 

Growth rate of income 

The rate of growth of total income provides an over-all measure of the success of 
the institute in meeting the expectations of its founders and clients. A recommended 
practice is to compute the following series of data: 

(a)  Annual growth rate of total income, using monetary units of constant value 
in per cent; 

(bj Annual growth rate of supporting income received from founders on the 
same basis in per cent; 

(c) Annual growth rate of earned income from clients on the same basis in per 
cent; 

(d) Ratio of supporting income to total income for each year of the series; 
(e) Ratio of earned income to total income for each year; 
(f) Analysis of yearly fluctuations in special income and adjustments in income 

where these are of sufficient magnitude to show a trend. 

Evaluation afincóme growth 

In the early period of an industrial research institute's evolution, the major 
source of income is usually the supporting income from the founder agencies, and 
the rate of growth from this source will depend upon the policies of the founders. 
The type of work undertaken is likely to be in one general category, such as product 
and process development, because the organization has not yet been able to build up 
other areas of service. Most cf the projects are in-house studies because clients have 
not yet begun to use the institute's service on a large scale. 

When an institute is established, the founders usually recognize that they should 
support some reasonable rate of growth. The experience of most technical 
organizations is that this rite is not likely to exceed 25 per cent per year, unless other 
groups already in existence are merged into the new organization. After the initial 
appointment of a director and a nucleus of staff, it is a heavy drain on the available 
time of the small executive group to recruit, indoctrinate, and prepare a programme 
of activities for new employees at a growth rate greater than 25 per cent per year. 
Admittedly, there are exceptional cases, particularly in highly industrialized 
countries when an emergency has to be met, in which large technical groups have 
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been assembled with great rapidity. These circumstances are not likely to occur in 
developing countries, however, and a growth rate of supporting income of 25 pè 
cent per year can be considered creditable. P 

«¡JÏ!? tn°liCy f,ear?Ìng 'T• from fees for sPecifit Precis must naturally be 
adapted to meet local conditions and harmonize with national economic policy 

this   vneaThe,nleVen '? "ati0nalízed economies t0 encourage contract research of 
this type  The arguments for such a policy are several. First, the average person is 

TZ Jn/ i° SCmìnÌ2Q Srething CarefuUy if he has t0 • for * «um if he receive •t free of charge. Second, ,t is only fair to industry as a whole that individual 
enterpnses or agencies defray the expense of studies made for their spécieuse 
Finally, experience has shown that charging fees for services discourages individual 
enterpnses from making unreasonable use of services and thereby from wasting 
national technical resources. w«ung 

It is therefore frequently established as a policy of industrial research institutes 
that supporting income will be used for the basic expenses of the organization for a 

intTr6;   ,n"hOUSe *f? t0 deVeIOp SkÜ,S and nation8* the nationa m eres ,   nd to create a background that will encourage clients to tum to the 
an teHMr SpeC'f,C Pr°Jects- The ex*nt to which this policy is actually followed 
an be determined by comparing the relative rates of growth in supporting income 

and earned income, but this comparison is not possible until sponsored requests for 
specific semces have begun to come in  a situation that may not occur untü two o 
three years after the institute was founded. 

reseJcT Ir!!^•"0" * ""***' °" ^ Performan" •ords of industrial research  insti utes  in various countries  to establish hard-and-fast criteria   The 
following arbitrary guidelines are offered for consideration by institutes in countries 
u, whjch industrial expansion is occurring at a rate of 5 per cent or more    year 
th   founders are convinced that the institute is performing an essentia] service for the 

aiTräfe" He^^ * ^ t0 SUPPOrt ^ °f ** baSÌC °<^• 
U IT l ] ° p;r Cent Per year 'f the institute can convince industrial 
and government enterpnses of the value of its services, the rate of growth of earned 
income should be greater than that of supporting income, and a ratio of 1.5 1 0 o 
z.U. I .u should be attainable. 

Summary of evaluation scheme 

The foregoing comments have been summarized in table 1 for institutes in 
countries with good rates of industrial development. 

TABLF    I.     SCHEME    FOR   EVALUATING    PERFORMANCE   OF   AN   INDUSTRIAL 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE 

Points to be evaluated Performance 

Modest Good Excellent 

Annual growth rate of gross 

•°m* ^ss than 10%     10 to 20% 20% or more 
Annual growth rate of supporting 
income when sponsored projects 
are to be encouraged LeSS than 5%      5 to 10% 10% or more 
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TABLE 1     (cont.) 

Performance 

Points to be evaluated 
Modest Good Excellent 

Annual growth rate of earned 
income when sponsored projects 
are to be encouraged 

Ratio of growth rate of earned 
income to supporting income 

Percentage of total income 
represented by earned income 
after 10 years of operation 

Less than 5% 5 to 10% 15% or more 

Less than 1:1 1:1 2:1 
to or more 
2:1 

Less than 30% 30 to 50% 50% or more 

Procedures for more detailed analysis of supporting and earned income are 
discussed in the Mowing sections. It is recommended that these more critical 
evaluations of sources of support be carried out. 

Supporting income 

Supporting income can be analysed from different points of view, depending on 
the policy of the board of directors as regards acceptance and encouragement of 
sponsored research projects. 

Policies of the founders regarding support 

institutes deriving support only from founders 
An institute that derives support only from founders is organized in the belief 

that it is a proper function of public and semi-public sources to support programmes 
to supply industrial technology to the economy. Evaluation of the effectiveness of 
the organization, as justification for continuing and increasing the amount of 
support, must be made by the board of directors on the basis of information and 
opinion« supplied to them by the management of the institute and by those using the 
services. Procedures for assembling quantitative and qualitative information are 
suggested in later sections. 

The board of directors must establish a policy, preferably for a period of years, 
concerning the amount of support that the founders are expected to provide. The 
boards are frequently composed of representatives of the chief founders, but in some 
cases they include scientists or technologists, industrial managers, or representatives 
of national planning agencies. 

Logical formulation of a policy for support requires a definition of the 
institute's functions (i.e. the expectation of kind of performance) as well as an 
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evaluation of the need for the services to be provided and of the effectiveness of past 
performance. The existence of a national policy for industrial development, or of a 
national science policy of the kind being adopted by many countries, is helpful in 
formulating decisions. 

The factors that may influence the founders to decide to increase the level of 
support are^policies adopted by the board reflecting belief in an increasing need for 
the institute's services; provision of documentation of successful performance by the 
institute; expression of need on the part of beneficiaries of the services; national 
policies for stimulating industrial development; increases in the basis for calculating 
support from some index; increases for special purposes such as provision of some 
new type of service; and increases to compensate for inflation. The burden of proving 
the need for increased support normally rests on the management of the institute. 

The budgetary requirements of an industrial research institute generally increase 
every year. Salary levels go up, even if there is no inflationary trend, as a result of the 
increased seniority of staff members. An increase of from 5 to 10 per cent per year in 
total operating cost may therefore be necessary even though there is no increase in 
staff. 

Assuming that an institute of this type rarely suffers a levelling off or even a 
decline in support until it becomes fairly large, it is pertinent to consider the reasons 
why the budget may remain nearly static, except for increases to maintain existing 
staff. These include: basic policies of the founders to stabilize the organization at a 
certain level; decrease in resources available to the founders; declining confidence in 
the need for the institute's services; or inertia on the part of the board. 

As a means of evaluating the past, present and future financial performance of a 
totally subsidized institute, it may be considered that an increase of 10 per cent or 
less per year in constant monetary units is low, 10 to 20 per cent adequate, and 
above 20 per cent generous. 

Institu tes deriving partial support from clients 

If the governing policies of an industrial research institute provide also for 
acceptance of sponsored projects, its performance becomes more susceptible to 
objective evaluation in terms of the extent to which its services are paid for by 
clients. Even in countries with nationalized economies there are examples of 
adoption of this type of operation. 

In highly industrialized countries, many industrial research organizations derive 
all their income from sponsored projects. Such a situation can hardly be expected in 
a developing country; hence the founders can look forward to continuing subsidies 
until their local industrial economies have become stronger and more diversified. 

The discussion below will centre on financial support from founders to 
supplement fees from clients. The next section will deal with analysis of earned 
income. 

Although supporting funds are only part of the income of many institutes, the 
board of directors has to consider the need for continuing subsidies to maintain the 
basic operations. Certainly during the early years of acceptance of contracts from 
third parties, the volume of sponsored work cannot be expected to reach a level that 
wül permit dynamic growth. Therefore, the need for continued founder support is 
evident. When contracts amount to an appreciable share of total income, the board 
may wish to re-examine its policies. 
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The basic reasons for continuing support are: evidence of success of the institute 
as a technical resource for the country; maintenance of an organization for 
expanding the technical skills of the country; provision for developing new skills 
which wül enlarge the scope of the sponsored projects; and support of programmes 
for the general good of the economy that are unattainable through other means. 

The board has certain choices of action: continuation of the previous pattern ot 
subsidy to encourage vigorous growth of the basic functions: gradual reduction of the 
net subsidy to stimulate self-reliance of the institute; or change in the policies 
governing the use of the funds. 

If the institute succeeds in expanding its sponsored work, a reasonable policy 
may be to continue the increase in subsidy at a parallel rate to permit the 
development of new types of services or to provide for expansion of general projects 
in the national interest. .•.,•„ 

In some cases the board of directors may, through inertia, maintain support at a 
constant rate, but this is in effect decreasing founder contributions; the basic costs of 
the institute increase continually, particularly if there is an inflationary trend, and 
therefore a larger proportion of funds received from clients has to be diverted to pay 
for overhead costs or for projects of public interest. 

Evaluation procedures would appear to be most meaningful when based on the 
ratio between supporting funds and earned income. If the subsidy is kept at a rate 
that maintains a constant or increasing proportion of subsidy, this indicates a strong 
belief in the effectiveness of the institute as a national resource. If support is at a 
level that merely meets or even falls below the rising costs of basic functions, it is 
evidence that the founders think that the purposes of the institute wül be best served 
by placing more responsibility on the organization to expand through an increase in 
sponsored projects. The decision will reflect the board's appraisal of the need for 
technical resources in the country and the best means of supplying the necessary 
services. 

Earned income 

The provision of supporting income rests on the decisions of the board of 
directors and on the policies of the founders. The level of earned income, however, 
assuming an encouraging attitude of the management board, depends on the stalls 
with which the institute diagnoses needs for technical assistance, creates acceptance 
on the part of industrial enterprises or agencies of Government, and carries through 
to a successful conclusion sponsored projects in sufficient volume to expand this 

Chapters 7 and 8 deal with the qualitative evaluation of managerial methods of 
obtaining and carrying out sponsored projects. The present section relates to 
quantitative analysis and projection of earned income, which provide a tactual 
background against which to assess the need for improved management techniques. 

Analysis of earned income 

If the historical pattern of earning from sponsored projects is to be used 
constructively for managerial purposes, the gross figures must be broken down 
logically. The following classification of sources is suggested. 
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Major sources 

The analysis should begin with a compilation of data showing trends and current 
status of percentages of income from public agencies, individual enterprises or 
establishments, trade or industry associations and miscellaneous. 

Sectors of industry 

A similar breakdown should be made according to branch of industry, such as 
foods, textiles etc. This gross classification is less desirable than a more detailed 
listing, because the situation may vary greatly among different subdivisions of a large 
sector of industry. For food industries, for example, data should be separated for 
dairy products, meat products, canned and preserved products, cereals, baked goods 
etc. The classifications adopted should follow those used by government agencies in 
collecting statistics. 

Types of enterprises 

Because of the emphasis placed on providing technical assistance to small 
enterprises, it is desirable to analyse the size of the clients that place projects 
According to the classification most frequently used, enterprises with 300 or more 
employees are large. The designation of medium-sized enterprises is less consistent 
and, if possible, some figure should be selected by discussion with government 
statistical or planning agencies who could express a preference for ranges such as 50 
to 299, 75 to 299, or 100 to 299. Small enterprises are those below the limit selected 
for medium size. In this connexion, it should be pointed out that the enterprises in 
developing countries that use institute services directly are most likely to be those of 
medium size. Few large companies exist. Throughout the world there is difficulty in 
finding means to give technical assistance to small companies. Experience indicates 
that industrial associations may provide the best means of reaching them. 

Types of services 

The analysis should include also a compilation of the types of services that 
appear to be in most demand, such as feasibility studies, economic analyses, market 
surveys, engineering projects, product and process development, technical service 
and analysis and testing. 

Co-ordination of sources 

It may be desirable to carry the analysis still further n certain areas. For 
example, if a considerable amount of work is being done for various branches of the 
food industry, it may be useful to examine the number of projects in différent types 
of service undertaken at the request of enterprises of different sues and categories. 

To analyse the entire programme in such detail would rtquire a great deal of 
effort if the volume of sponsored projects is large. Judgement has to be exercised in 
determining what types of analyses will shed most light on the pattern of work 
evolving and in determining which trends we most significant. 

Summary of information on earned income 

A summary of information on earned income can be presented best as a 
tabulation of the more important projects both as to their current magnitude and to 
the directions in which they appear to be moving. 
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Analysis of project cost recovery 

In a later section attention will be directed to accounting procedures for 
determining the expense incurred in proj. t work. Here it need only be said that the 
analysts of earned income should concern itself with the extent to which the fees 
charged cover the costs of the work. 

Estimation of future earned income 

Because management has to consider its plans for expanding staff and facilities- 
as well as for developing specialized skills in the light of probable demands for 
services, it is important that the data on sources of earned income in the past should 
be analysed in order to project future trends. The findings need to be scrutinized, 
however, from other points of view. 

Government policies for industrial development, for example, may play an 
important part in determining the relative rates of growth in various sectors of 
industry and various types of enterprises. The economic climate may exert the same 
kind of influence but not necessarily in the identical direction. Some faeton may 
stimulât« industry to make greater use of technical assistance; the imposition of 
stricter quality specifications for the local market or for export would have such an 
effect. 

The internal policies and resources of the institute may indicate that linear 
extrapolations of trend lines should be modified. The addition or the development of 
new sklls or the acquisition of new equipment may open new avenues of service in a 
number of directions. New managerial techniques, such as improved programmes for 
promotion, may encourage modification of estimates. In any case, management 
should be prepared to estimate for a few years ahead the probable volume of earned 
income classified according to major source, sector of industry, type of client, and 
type of service. The very act of planning the expanion of skills and resources to 
meet the projected demand helps to create a sense of purpose throughout the 
organization. 

As shown in table 1, an annual growth rate of 5 per cent or leu was classed as 
moderate performance; 5 to 15 per cent as good; and 15 per cent or more as 
excellent. These percentages refer to groas earned income. Using the same 
classification, the major sources of earned income can be categorized as those of 
modest or declining potential and those which promise good or excellent growth. 

Analysai of expenditures 

Accounting procedures for technical programmes have two distinct functions. 
The first is obviously to record properly receipts and expenditures according to the 
accounting principles accepted in the country. The second is to provide financial data 
in a form that will enable management to allocate the funds most effectively. With 
respect to this second function, it should be pointed out that the professional stiff 
should not be subjected to unnecessary and excessive accounting detail, which is 
irritating to them and therefore an interference with work. As an example, careful 
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procedures; institute personnel can perform the work as efficiently as the personnel 
of the client; and the actual cost per man-hour for the latter if correctly computed 
would be roughly the same as for institute staff. 

As a result of the resistance to paying adequate fees, institutes frequently set the 
fees too low and thus frequently fail to recover their costs on projects. Because the 
fees are set too low, justifiable items of expense are shifted into overhead and the 
overhead for project work is kept at a minimum; the overhead is a drain on other 
funds of the institute, notably its supporting income. An additional factor is the 
tendency of institute personnel to underestimate the amount of effort that will be 
required to solve a problem. 

Project costs of sponsored work 

For good financial control it is therefore important to have continuing appraisal 
of project costs in terms of fees charged. Records of the percentages of total costs 
represented by major elements of expense will frequently reveal the weaknesses of 
the estimating procedures. When taken together with similar records of overhead 
costs they provide excellent background for improving financial performance. 

Costs of in-house, or unsponsored, projects 

A major weakness in financial administration is failure to estimate and control 
work undertaken on unsponsored projects. Sound management requires that it be 
subjected to the same type of scrutiny as is given to work for clients. 

Analysis of overhead expenses 

•t n71?T.Cti I0? ^iJ" well-mana«ed organizations account for 30 to 40 per 
cent of the total budget. They are frequently not subjected to adequate scrutiny^ 
determine whether the budgets are realistic and how they can be controlled 

Oassiflcation of expenses 

The first step in classifying expenses is to set up appropriate cateaories the 
number of which should be kept to the minimum necessary for proí?ÍSÍt£Í 
and control. Suggested categories include the following: P    evaluation 

(a) Administration ; 

(b) Office services (secretarial, accounting etc.); 
(c) Supporting services (maintenance, storekeeping, housekeeping etc.); 
(d) Buildings (rent or amortization, utilities); 
(e) Supplies and equipment; 
(f) Public relations; 
ft) Professional development of staff. 
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Balance between expense and income 
Satisfactory management requires that the institute operate at least on a 

balanced budget, including the sums set aside in reserve accounts, such as tor major 
capital expenditures. Prudent management should take into account the possibi ity 
of major fluctuations in income or expense, and thus expenditures should be less 
than gross receipt by a reasonable margin; the excess of income may be kept in the 
current account to be available for later use towards the end of a fiscal period or may 
be added to a reserve fund for emergencies. A policy of maintaining total expenses at 
a rate of 2 per cent less than income is sound; a rate of 5 per cent is on the high 
side These figures reflect the philosophy that an industrial research institute should 
operate on a break-even basis, avoiding the occurrence of a deficit, but using an 
optimum amount of its resources to achieve its basic purposes 

Sometimes government policies may prevent an accumulation of reserves out of 
public funds allocated to the institute, through enforcement of regulations that funds 
not spent in a defined fiscal period cannot be postponed for future use but must be 
returned to the national treasury. Under these circumstances it may still be possible 
to create a reasonable reserve from other sources of income. 

Estimation of client project costs 
Good management requires that its estimating procedure be kept under 

continual review to improve the recovery of costs incurred. To encoura|e clients to 
use the services of the institute, a policy may be established whereby only part of the 
overhead costs are included in the project costs. This should be reflected clearly in 
the cost calculation so that the project will not show a deficit. 

During the early period of operation of an institute, before the project leaders 
have become skilled in estimating project costs and maintaining budgetary control, 
the estimates may err by 10 per cent or more, and almost always on the low side. 
These deficits may reflect not only inadequate estimates, but also deficiencies in the 
policies under which the budgets are prepared. 

As time goes on, both the estimating skills and governing policies will improve, 
and the average discrepancy between fees and expense may be reduced to 5 per 
cent or less. In some organizations in which cost control is rigorous, the surpluses and 
deficits on all projects may be kept to a very low percentage. 

Failure to recover legitimate project costs reduces the ability of the institute to 
perform its public-service functions. The project deficits have to be taken care of out 
of general funds; this adjustment increases the overhead and thus reduces the fund« 
available to support in-house work. 

Estimation of in-house project costs 
The estimates of expenses for intern«! activities are very frequently poorly 

prepared or controlled. Subjects of research are proposed, diacuited, and approved, 
often with very little consideration of coit-benefit relationships. This situation leads 
to expenditure of technical effort without careful planning and to difficulty m 
training the staff in the techniques they need for managing client projects. 

The administrative control of in-houae projects should be on a par with that of 
client projects. The limits of error between estimate and performance should be in 
parallel. 
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Chapter 3 

EVALUATION OF TECHNICAL PRODUCTIVITY 

Many directors of technical organizations have limited appreciation of the 
applicability of managerial principles to their programmes. They concede that there 
must be systematic management of certain internal affairs such as financial control, 
handling of supplies and equipment, personnel administration, and maintenance and 
housekeeping. Supervision of such matters is often delegated to one or more staff 
departments, with the director assuming over-all responsibility for overseeing 
performance. 

The technical programme itself, however, is often tacitly assumed to involve a 
very different type of administration. Instead of attempting to compare results with 
input of effort, the executive staff tend to rely on intuitive scientific judgement for 
assessing performance while paying only lip service to objective criteria. This 
situation is partly due to the kind of training received by research directors, many of 
whom have done postgraduate work abroad with emphasis on fundamental 
investigations. The traditional attitude towards such studies is that they cannot be 
planned in the usual sense of the word, because the results at any stage are 
unpredictable and therefore cannot be used in advance as part of a preconceived 
programme. A second reason is that until recently there has been little literature on 
systematic managerial techniques for project evaluation. 

Establishment of a basis for evaluation 

Before managerial principles can be applied to specific cases, certain basic 
ground rules have to be established. These include the definition of the objectives of 
the industrial research institute and the establishment of policies to be followed in 
authorizing and supervising individual projects. They include also the definition of 
the criteria to be used in evaluating proposals and performance. 

Definition of general objectives 

For the purpose of this study, it is assumed that the institute was founded to 
make direct contributions to the industrial development of the country and that its 
performance is to be judged on the basis of its success in making such contributions. 

20 
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It is assumed further that the evidence of success is to be found in its influence in 
upgrading the technological level of individual enterprises in either the private or the 
public sector. In the belief that it is equitable for such enterprises to pay for work 
done on their behalf, the institute will endeavour to charge fees commensurate with 
the effort supplied. On the basis of these assumptions, the institute will adopt the 
view that, while it benefits from the supporting funds provided by its founders the 
purpose of this support is to enable the institute to develop skills and programmes 
that will lead to projects supported by clients. 

This definition differentiates an industrial research institute from a scientific 
research organization established to create new knowledge but without responsibility 
for applying it to industrial development. While national policies may lead to the 
formation of several scientific research establishments, their differing goals and 
probably differing impact on industrial development should be clearly recognized by 
those responsible for implementing science policies. 

Policies formulated for newly organized industrial research institutes are often 
based on two faulty premises. First, it is usually assumed that there will at once be a 
ready demand on the part of the industrial establishments of the country for 
technical assistance; on the contrary, experience shows that it may take several'years 
to create a large clientele, even when no fees are charged. Second, it is commonly 
believed that small and medium-sized enterprises will be major users of institutes 
because they lack technical resources of their own; actually, it is a major problem in 
countries in all stages of development, including the highly industrialized countries 
to tind satisfactory methods of giving technical help to small enterprises. 

Criteria for evaluating projects 

The evaluation of projects at the proposal stage or at intervals during the work is 
a complex problem. Five major criteria are hereby suggested: 

(a) Technical feasibility; 
(b) Engineering feasibility; 

(c) Market feasibility; 

(d) Economic feasibility; 

(e) Managerial feasibility. 

The first four types of feasibility studies can be carried out by the institute when 
it has adequate staff for process engineering, market research and economic 
evaluation. But no matter how favourable the results of these studies may be, no 
implementation will occur until responsible executives in industry or government 
agencies show sufficient interest in a project. Neglect of this criterion often leads 
institutes to work on in-house projects untU they reach the stage where they are large 
and costly, when careful investigation earlier would have revealed the probability 
that no one would undertake commercialization. Even in sponsored projects, 
institute personnel do not always explore fully at interim stages the client's interest 
in commercial application of the information for which he has paid all or part of the 
cost. 
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Evaluation of sponsored projects 

Because sponsored work was requested and paid for by clients to fill a need, the 
results will probably be put to practical use more quickly than information from 
in-house investigations, unless in-house projects have been chosen to reflect industrial 
interest. Public relations programmes of industrial research institutes are successful in 
rough proportion to the extent that they point out the practical use to which their 
projects have been put. 

Institutes frequently fail to put their performance in the most favourable light, 
not only to the audience of the industrial world they are trying to reach, but even to 
their boards of directors. Emphasis on size and qualifications of staff, facilities or 
exotic equipment, abstract description of types of services, and lists of publications 
have more appeal to scientific and technical personnel than they do to the managers 
of manufacturing enterprises. The latter instead wish to know in what specific ways 
the institute can be helpful to them. 

Clients are frequently unwilling to have very much information on successful 
projects released. They may be unwilling to give figures on cost savings or the 
profitability of new developments, but will consent to make qualitative statements. 
They may be prepared to state the volume of throughput, the number of new jobs 
created, the investment represented by new plant or equipment, or even the general 
significance of the installation to national policy. The institute should give out no 
information without the formal approval of the client, because unauthorized releases 
can destroy good relationships. A few cases have been known where clients were 
unwilling to confirm favourable comments on projects because they feared that the 
institute might raise its charges on future work for them. 

The institute staff often fail to obtain information about successful projects. 
When a project has been completed, those who were working on it become fully 
occupied in other activities and overlook the importance of keeping informed on 
projects that have been completed. Even managerial personnel may fail to maintain 
contact with former clients. For this reason it is advantageous to establish a policy 
that former sponsors of projects should be revisited periodically, for example, every 
six months or once a year. The experience of long-established research organizations 
is that a large amount of new work, often half or more of the total volume, comes 
directly or indirectly from satisfied clients. 

Analysis of productivity in major types of projects 

The following classification of major types of projects is suggested as a means of 
evaluating the assistance the institute has given to industry and government agencies: 

fa) New industrial operations; 
(b) National or regional development surveys; 
(c) Managerial projects, including feasibility studies, economic analyses, market 

surveys, engineering evaluations and raw material surveys; 
(d) Assistance to small and medium-sized enterprises; 
(ej Studies  on  industrial  operations,  including best-practice  surveys and 

quality-control surveys; 
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ff) Product- and process-development projects; 
(g) Technical service; 
(h) Analysis and testing; 
fi) Information services, including literature surveys. 
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resource for industrial development, the number of new industrial installations in the 
creation of which it has been instrumental should increase more rapidly than its 
earned income. This type of analysis may be expressed by the ratio: 

Growth rate in new installations 

Growth rate in earned income. 

An increase in the above ratio would indicate a greater contribution of the 
institute to industrial development. 

National or regional development surveys 

National or regional development surveys will usually be supported by public or 
semi-public organizations, and hence a good deal of information on their results 
should be «leasable. The success of undertaking such projects will be reflected m the 
rate of growth, but this measurement will be heavily influenced by the public policies 
for authorizing this kind of survey. The best measure of productivity would appear 
to be the ratio between growth rate in number of development surveys against 
growth rate of earned income. 

Managerial projects 

Managerial projects, which include feasibility studies, economic analyses, market 
surveys, engineering evaluations, and raw material surveys, will usually be sponsored 
by an individual enterprise, although public agencies may support raw material 
surveys. Although these activities are classed together here, they may show wide 
fluctuations; therefore, internal management procedures should require a detailed 
examination of each type. 

For evaluation of performance the following ratio may be used: 

Growth rate in number of managerial projects 

Growth rate in earned income. 

Assistance to small and medium-sized enterprises 

Assistance to small and medium-sized enterprises can best be measured through 
the number of enterprises with which contact is made either directly or indirectly. 
Although the assistance supplied may be similar to that supplied to large enterprises, 
it should be listed separately to permit evaluation of the service of the institute to 
the small-scale sector. Direct contacts with small enterprises through calls or inquiries 
should be listed and counted. Indirect contacts will be through industry associations 
or other similar public or quasi-public organizations, and the number will be the same 
as the list of enterprises to which information is communicated. 
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Much of this type of activity will be paid for by supporting funds because it « 
the general policy of the institute to provide services to m¿•JZ££¿£ 
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position Investigations of process-control techniques can lead to improved efficiency 
of operations, more uniform quality, and reduction of wastes and rejects. A broader 
ZÏÏXÎ U to„undertak« talwtiiil engineering survey, of the entire operation to 
establuh a pattern of best practces to be recommended for adoption by all 

Ä2^t te,.°íthe •mCíCnCy °f VMioitt tyP" of «^tanent in UK cui lead to better selection for future installations and even to improvement in design 
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Programmes of this type are most acceptable to individuai enterprise« when 
specific information relating to their operations is held in confidence. This can be 
done through coded tabulation of the data collected on a standardized basis, the 
manager of each enterprise being provided with the complete table and the 
identification symbol of information relative to hit enterprise so that its 
performance can be compared with that of enterprises in the same industrial sector. 
This practice is often acceptable even in highly competitive economies. Also, it is 
sometimes advisable to select certain enterprises for study in greater depth and for use 
as examples to the rest of the industry of the effect of improved practices. 

The performance of the institute can best be judged by the growth rate of 
projects of this type. For sponsored projects the diversity of activities is shown by 
the increase in number of such studies according to the ratio: 

Growth rate of number of industrial operations studies 

Growth rate of earned income. 

The magnitude of effort is revealed by the relation: 

Grown rate in budgat for industrial operations studies 

Growth rate of earned income. 

Product- and process-development projects 

Projects concerned with product and proceas development are often the chief 
activity of an Industrial research institute in its early years of operation and will 
continue to be important after the acope of its services becomes broader. They vary 
considerably in character. Often they may involve only a practical demonstration 
that foreign technology can be used directly on available raw materials for economic 
production of products satisfactory for the local market. On the other hand, 
differences in starting materials, equipment available, processing faeton or consumer 
preference may make it necessary to devote considerable study to modifications of 
technology to suit local conditions. 

For evaluation of performance the following ratio may be used: 

Growth rate of number of product- and process-development projects 

Grown rate of earned income. 

Ttchnkd service 

Industriai research institute« will seldom be able to carry out technical service on 
a setf-eupporting bassa. The time spent in anatysing the problems and the short 
duration of most investigations make it difficult to establish a pattern of feat that 
will be satisfactory to clients and still reimburse the institute for the cost of the 
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professoral effort. This is true in highly developed countries, and few if any 
organizations are a Ne to support themselves solely through short-range work of this 
type. But technical service provides valuable assistance to industry as part of the 
programme supported by the founders, and it is helpful in establishing good 
relationships with potential sponsors of larger projects. If it is allowed to expand 
haphazardly, however, it can absorb an increasing proportion of the institute's 
technical personnel. It is very desirable to set up a schedule of fees, for example per 
diem charges, which will make the users of the service more conscious of its value 
and more likely to pay serious attention to the advice received. 

In any event a list of individual cases of technical service performed should be 
maintained, with the number of technical man-hours devoted to each, including 
those spent in discussing the problem before it is defined; these man-hours often have 
to be excluded from the fees charged. 

Several measures can be used for analysing technical service work. The number 
of cases, whether gratis or covered by fees, can be compared in growth rate by the 
following ratio: 

Growth rate in number of technical service cases 

Growth rate of earned income. 

The percentage of available professional time consumed in such services should 
be scrutinized in terms of the rdationship: 

Growth rate in man-hours for technical services 

Total man-hours available for technical staff. 

Other ratios for studying the rate of growth may be useful in a given situation If 
Ï* UT"1 0f technfcal Hváct » htV>jt wM ** advantageous to study its trend in 
detail by anatysuig the amount of work in such classifications as advice on raw 
materials, on product quality, on process control and on equipment adjustment and 
maintenance. 

Analysis and testing 

Time spent on analysis and testing should be accounted for by listing the 
individual tests or groups of testi in several categories: those carried out on a fee 

JÎL u conducted ta con««xion with sponsored projects; those to assist in-house 
projects; those performed as a public service; and time spent in developing and 
improving methodology. It is good practice to charge sponsored and in-house 
protects for time spent in analytical work conducted for them. 

A careful analysis of time spent on analysis and testing will help to make the 
service more effective. Because the techniques and operations tend to become 
umform in pattern, they are susceptible to systematic scrutiny to determine ways in 
which time expenditure may be reduced. Organizations that do considerable analysis 
•nd testing find it useful to develop schedules of standard fees for the types of 
(^terminations for which the demand is greatest. The fees should be established on 
the basts of the average costs for the total operation of receiving and handling 
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samples, carrying out the tests, and recording and reporting results, plus a 
proportionate overhead. Fee schedules should be established as realistically as 
possible, because it is often difficult to persuade clients to agree to increased rates. 
Fees charged for non-standardized analyses and tests should be based on actual time 
spent on the complete transaction. 

Performance of analytical and testing services may be evaluated from several 
points of view. It would be advisable to compile on a monthly and a yearly basis 
variations of staff time spent on activities according to the origin of work, as for 
example: 

(a) Time spent on commercial analysis; 
(b) Time charged to sponsored projects; 
(c) Time charged to in-house projects; 
(d) Time charged to technical services; 
(e) Time spent on activities performed in community service. 

The relationship is of interest in terms of time spent on all forms of analytical 
work as a percentage of total time of all institute personnel. The rates of growth of 
all these indices should be examined in relationship to institute policy and to the 
demands of the clientele. 

Information services 

Data on the use made of the library and information service of the institute 
should be compiled. However, the only good criterion for evaluating this aspect of 
operations appears to be the growth in numbers of outsiders who use the services or 
facilities. 

These functions seldom generate income in the form of fees, except for 
extensive literature searches that may be undertaken for clients. It is therefore 
suggested that cumulative records be kept of the following, and that the annual 
growth rates be calculated for a period long enough to establish trends: 

(a) Number of outside readers using the library; 
(b) Number of external inquiries handled; 
(cj Number of special literature  searches carried out in connexion with 

sponsored projects; 
(d) Number of special literature searches carried out in connexion with in-house 

projects. 
(e) Number of literature searches undertaken on a contract basis. 

Evaluation of in-house projects 

Because an important part of the work of industrial research institutes consists 
of public-service programmes carried out with supporting funds, these activities 
should be evaluated by the procedures used for client-sponsored projects described in 
the preceding section. For this purpose, the financial basis used in examining ratios 
should be the growth rate of supporting income. 
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Interpretation of data for guidance of future 
policies and forecasts 

The evaluations proposed in this study require examination of growth rates of 
sources of income and of various activities, rather than their absolute magnitudes 
This method of analysis has the advantage that the data already provide trend lines 
for use in projecting a future pattern that conforms to the policies of the institute 
the technological needs of the country and its individual enterprises and the 
capabilities of the institute staff. 

Absolute values would not be useful in interpreting the success of operations 
because a sufficient body of information for comparing performance among different 
institutes does not now exist. Even when such information becomes available its 
comparative significance will not be great because of the differing conditions in 
countries. 

The interpretive treatment here proposed assumes that the best available 
measure of the manner in which an institute serves the needs of its national 
community is the extent to which enterprises and agencies find its various services 
useful. This information is revealed by analysis of its earned income by class of 
activity. Policies for the future, to be determined by the board of directors and the 
management, depend on whether the directions of growth are in harmony with 
the basic objectives of the founders. 

For in-house activities the conclusion is offered that the patterns should follow 
the growth trends for sponsored work. The tendency is for scientific and longer-range 
technological ideals to dominate the programme. The board of directors and the 
management therefore have to scrutinize carefully the component sectors of in-house 
work to determine whether the knowledge and skills that are to be developed by 
using supporting funds are those that the industrial complex of the country will find 
most useful. 



Chapter 4 

EVALUATION OF STAFF CAPABILITIES 

Size and classification of staff 

Historical growth of staff 

The increase in staff will follow the general trend of growth in total income, 
provided that the latter is expressed in monetary units of constant value. Large 
adjustments in salary and wage levels, which will be reflected in the income, may 
cause deviation from this pattern. 

Because the technical staff is the vital resource of an industrial research institute, 
it is important to analyse carefully the nature of its growth. An obvious aspect to 
consider is the ratio between professional and non-professional personnel. This ratio 
will vary according to the policy of the institute, the customary practices of the 
country in managing technical organizations and the character of the programme. 
For example, in some countries it is usual to maintain a ratio of 1:1 to 1:2 between 
professionals and non-professionals in research and development groups, while in 
others it may run as high as 1:4 to 1:5. Unfortunately, uniform data have not been 
collected and therefore comparisons are difficult. In some countries the requirements 
for professional status are set very high, and often many of the supporting staff will 
have had technical training that would entitle them to a professional rating 
elsewhere. Furthermore, some types of technical activities, particularly those 
involving many routine operations, require a smaller input of strictly professional 
skills. 

For these reasons it is not feasible to propose any uniform pattern for staff 
composition. An appropriate procedure for an institute would be to analyse staff 
composition and relate its variation to the nature and volume of the work of the 
institute. A major concern should be to examine the ratio between personnel engaged 
in administrative work and technical and professional work in order to keep the ratio 
as low as possible. 

Analysis of growth of staff 

A commonly used standard for professional status is the equivalent of a 
baccalaureate degree in engineering, the physical sciences, mathematics, technology 
or the social sciences from an educational institution of an acceptable standard. In 
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some countries it is possible to accord professional standing to an individual who 
ÎT "K ri T I0""811"8"^0•. b«t h« shown through his performance on 
the job that he has acquired comparable knowledge through selfnîducation 
experience, and organized habits of thought. ' 

Many organizations find it useful to summarize the status of personnel in chart 
form, particularly for salary administration. Often two charts are used one fo 
professional and one for supporting staff. Plotting is done by using one axT, o 
sen.onty, ,,. years of experience, the other for salary. Fcr professLnal wo keVs 
years ofexpenence are usually based on the number of years since the first unS 
degree, box support.ng personnel, age is the most commonly used basis. 

staffa f0UOWÍng ratÍOS are SUggeSted f0r analySiS °f measurem«»t of Progress in 

Rate of growth of professional staff 
(a) 

(b) 

Rate of growth of total income 

Rate of growth of total staff 

fc) 

Rate of growth of total income 

Rate of growth of professional staff 

Rate of growth of total staff 

Rate of growth of professional and supporting staff 
, .. engaged in technical work 

Rate of growth of administrative and service staff. 

This method of analysis may also be used to study changes in disciplines or 
expenence of professional staff. «»«punes or 

Analysis of rate of staff turnover 

anH h,iÍ8JeVealÍn8 !° 1
M?ly" the chan«" m staff takm« Pl«<* through separations 

and additions, particularly changes in the management of the technics Sff «toce 
the institute must maintain an adequate level of experience in order to cany out its 
actmtjes. The discussion here will be limited to professional staff, but t¿^2ne kind 
of analysis may be extended to supporting staff. 

,„m.Tw-,e 2«SU8geStSr a typc of tabulati°n for assembling data. It is advisable to use 
cumulative figure, for a period of years (five, for example) in order to iron oui 
short-term variations. 
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TABLE 2.     ANALYSIS OF PROFESSIONAL TURNOVER FOR THE PERIOD  

Class 
Number at start 
of period 

Number 
at end 

Total number 
of separations 

Average per cent 
of separations 
per year 

Director and 
assistant director 

Section or 
division heads 

Project leaders 
or other senior 
technical staff 

Junior technical 
staff 

The rate of turnover will vary with each institute and may be much influenced 
by the policies of the institute; for example, the institute may serve as a training 
ground for technical personnel for future jobs in industrial or government 
enterprises. By and large, attention should be concentrated on changes in senior 
technical men because they form the nucleus of experienced personnel for 
conducting the technical programme. Some organizations have been able to maintain 
a fairly low average level of separations in the first three classes of the table-around 
6 per cent per year and this can be considered satisfactory. If it rises to 25 per cent 
or higher, the efficiency of the institute may well be impaired by lack of continuity 
in the leadership provided for its technical projects. 

It may be the policy of the Government to use the institute as a training ground 
for junior professional personnel. After gaining a few years of experience in industrial 
development activities, these individuals are encouraged to take positions in various 
enterprises or in government agencies. Such a policy wül clearly result in a higher 
turnover of junior professional personnel. However, it also results in the upgrading of 
technical personnel and the establishment of new sources of contacts for the institute 
in business and in the Government. 

Analysis of reasons fo) an excessive number of separations 

The loss of professional personnel should be continuously studied so that the 
findings can be used in adjusting administrative policies. The experience of an 
institute, however, reflects not only internal policies, but also the changing pattern of 
employment opportunities within the country. In a growing economy, many of the 
technical personnel who leave an institute fi. <\ positions at a middle or high 
managerial level rather than positions similar to tho; ' they held in the institute. 

Because an excessive number of separations in the upper echelons of professional 
personnel will reduce the effectiveness of technical activities, the director and his 
staff should endeavour to determine the reasons for the separations. This can be done 
best through comprehensive interviews with the individuals before they leave to take 
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up their new work, although it is often difficult to persuade them to explain their 
basic reasons for leavmg. A brief list of major reasons for departure should be used 
for  this   purpose,   for example:   higher   salary   level,   greater opportunity  for 
advancement,    more    attractive    type   of   work,   better   working   conditions 
dus.tisfact.on   w.th   mstitute   policies,   personal   difficulties  with   superiors   or 

in Ä* r y H      
aÜnK8   ? nUmber °f Separati0nS Per year Under each °f the items 

polkie! e       may " that Can be countera<ted b> Ganges in managenal 

Analysis of professional training and experience of staff 

Evaluation of recruitment and personnel development policies of an institute 
collV Xne: °ft

qUeStions that ca" be answered to some extent f2 72 
compiled according to previous recommendations, but new types of insights are 
requ,red. Examples of the type of scrutiny recommended are given below 

i«in!-îtify,-*îîie fff °f an inStitUte may have been assembled largely from 
mdmduals with only an academic background. Personnel with these qualification 
may be satisfactory for longer-range projects on product and process d'evelopment 

o work H.HiCi thTPfne?Ce and intereSt neCeSSary for undertaking otheï types of work included in the total programme. The director has to face the problem 
objectively and has to seek means to overcome decencies in the background of hTs 

The first step is to compare the performance of the institute with the plans 
formulated for its service to industrial development. These plans are often initially 

nlstriliT; Ut thCVh0Uld * r~xamincd »o determine the basic needfof 
industrial enterprises and government agencies and to formulate an optimum course 
of action that should have been followed to fill them. 

tPmJaThe;\may bf ^ f0r anaiySing necds' obJect¡ves, and performance in general 
terms. The same classification of types of activities used in chapter 3 is employed 

The results of such tabulation are very useful as an over-all guide to staff 
natTnlTn^H0/ 'XmP '' '!. »"»y appear that ratings previously given to some of the 
clZt need° WCn; unreah£!c bccausc **tors in which the institute has good staff 
«TZnZhZ Í°-AT ThC q,UeStÍOn needS further ^^ howev"< b^use the 
frZÍf    g m,ted t0 SpeC,fk SeCt0rs of industry that • not expanding, or the 
difficult. management may decide that the Problems of creating a clientele are too 

A tabulation of this type, then, can serve only as a general guideline for 
recruitment policy. The conclusions from the analysis may have a strong effect on 
the quahfication» to be emphasized in selecting new members of the professional 
staff or in developing improved skills. The desirability of some industrial experience 
wdl be given greater weight for certain types of service. Or, personnel in sectors 
Rowing little growth may be given opportunities to gain experience in others that 
need expanded programmes. 

Analysis of staff capabilities by number of those holding higher degrees is so 
obvious and common a procedure that it is not discussed here. 
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TABLE 3.    PRIORITIES    OF    NATIONAL   NEEDS,   INSTITUTE   OBJECTIVES,   AND 
RECRUITMENT   POLICY 

Major typet of projects 

New industrial 
operations 

National or regional 
development surveys 

Managerial projects 

Small and 
medium-sized 
enterprises 

Studies on industrial 
operations 

Product and procesa 
development 

Technical service 

Analysis and testing 

Information services 

National     Institute policy      Actual growth    Recruitment 
need priority rate targets 
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EVALUATION OF FACILITIES 

Analysis of building facilities 

Some general guidelines exist for evaluating the adequacy of buildings These 
relate chiefly to working space and not to aesthetic features. For example, only 
about 60 per cent of the total floor area of a laboratory and pilot plant building will 
be available as working space for technical activities, the balance being used for 
offices, library, rest rooms, corridore, storerooms etc. Also, experience indicates the 
degree of occupancy of working space as a measure of efficiency in working 
conditions. The following figures for average space for each professional worker 
represent general experience: 

fa)  20 square metres is crowded, inefficient; 
(b) 20 to 40 square metres is adequate; 
(c) 40 square metres is liberal and permits considerable expansion in staff. 

The relationship between laboratory space and pilot plant space has to be judged 
on suitability for the types of work included in the institute's programme. 

Other criteria cannot be evaluated quantitatively and must be judged 
subjectively. These include: general suitability for efficient technical work, such as 
appearance, cleanliness, lighting; suitability of fixtures, such as laboratory furniture 
desks, utilities; safety features; ease of access to storerooms, offices, library' 
conference rooms; lunch rooms; rest rooms; utilities and shop facilities; locationai 
features, such as access to transportation, parking space, buses. 

The architectural features of the building should have little weight in an 
evaluation of an industrial research institute. Unfortunately, the founders often give 
high priority to beautiful and impressive buildings. As a result, large sums are often 
spent on external and decorative features, and the time of the director and his staff is 
dissipated on such matters. 

A favourable evaluation should be given to institutes that start with modest 
buddings, demonstrate their ability to serve industry and Government well, and are 
in due course accorded the recognition of support for a new, permanent home. As a 
result of their experience during their years of growth, they are in better position to 
plan the buildings so as to provide functional utility rather than architectural 
splendour. 

In some highly industrialized countries the cost of a building for research and 
development may represent the equivalent of the annual operating cost of the 

35 
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programme it houses. This represents a capital investment per worker similar to that 
in capital-intensive industrial installations. It seems reasonable to expect that this 
kind of information would facilitate international comparisons that would assist 
institutes in their plans for buildings. 

Analysis of equipment 

It is essential that the needs of the institute for equipment are analysed 
according to the current and proposed activities of the institute rather than according 
to the sophistication and advanced technology involved in a particular and generally 
costly piece of equipment. Such needs should be evaluated very carefully. It is a 
common occurrence that the rate of utilization of costlier equipment is lower than 
that of less expensive but more useful equipment. 

The manner of providing funds is often a deterrent to wise policies. Providing 
large sums at infrequent intervals, with the requirement that they be spent within a 
certain period or else revert to the source, results in a crash purchasing programme 
rather than a carefully planned course of action. The wise plan is to make funds 
available on a fixed schedule in accordance with an estimate of needs, and to permit 
placing unexpended sums in an accumulated reserve. 

Good management, therefore, requires that the institute management establish a 
budget for capital, which may cover building changes as well as new equipment. The 
size of the budget will depend on a number of factors, such as the existing status of 
equipment, the existing fields of investigation, and new fields to be entered. 

Comparative figures are not available to assist in formulating budgetary 
requirements. It is likely, however, that the purchase of new equipment should grow 
at a somewhat faster rate than the operating budget because new types of 
instruments and pre-pilot or pilot units are being developed in more advanced 
economies- they incorporate new techniques that are helpful in solving local 
problems. The annual capital budget should probably be about 5 to 10 per cent of 
the operating budget. 

Analysis of library and information facilities 

Little comparative information is available forjudging the adequacy of library 
collections. Because technical literature is increasing at an astounding rate, the 
problem of supplying monographs, journals, microfilms and pamphlet material is 
becoming acute. 

One may estimate that a collection of 2,000 to 3,000 monographs and bound 
volumes of important journals will be necessary to supply technical information to 
an institute with a total staff of 100 and a professional staff of 50. The number of 
journals to be obtained on a subscription or exchange basis may run to 200 to 300. 
The rate of growth of the collection may well be 1.5 to 2.0 times the rate of growth 
of the professional staff. The use of an arbitrary figure based on experience, such as 
US$10 to $15 per volume, can provide the basis for a suitable annual budget. 
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Many laboratories are installing readers for microfilms. Other forms of 
equipment needed are photocopiers, or devices for reproducing types of printed 
matenal. These are fairly expensive to purchase and will represent a considerable 
investment for smaller organizations. 

Finally, most technical libraries need to supplement their own collections 
through inter-library loans. The libraries involved should agree upon satisfactory 
procedures for making the loans as well as for supplying photocopies 

Analysis of service facilities 

The maintenance of an adequate stores facflity for equipment and supplies is 
essential to effective operation. This requires expenditure for stockait, maintaining 
inventory, and storeroom personnel for a large number of items. If the stock is not 
geared to supplying rapidly most of the items needed for current operation 
productivity will suffer. In developing countries this represents a particularly 
important problem because of the delay in obtaining shipments from abroad. The 
servidng housekeeping, maintenance and repair of the facility represent a 
considerable but necessary expense. 

Secretarial services are often a bottleneck for the professional staff in preparing 
reports and conducting necessary correspondence. The offices in which secretaries 
are located are often at considerable distance» from the technical areas, and much 
time is lost in going back and forth. The use of dictating machines is common in 
some organizations to conserve secretarial time. Internal telephones and paging 
systems can do much to cut down time spent in locating personnel. 

Budgetary provisions for facilities and services 

Uttle information is available to guide industrial research institutes kl retulatini 
their expenditures for physical facilities. It is recommended that the institutes 
estabiuh records showing expenditures for these facilities, the rate at which they are 
utilized, and the income derived from services supplied. Using these records, they will 
be in a position to exchange information with similar institutions 
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GENERAL ADMINISTRATION 

Charter, objective», and planning 

Charter 

The charter of an industrial reataren institute is the basic statement defining the 
method of organization and the purposes for which the institute was established. It 
may be in the form of articles of incorporation or it may be covered by a legislative 
act or government decree. It usually states in general terms a description of the 
organisation, the objectives, the responsibilities and duties of the governing body, the 
character or extent of financial backing from public or quasi-public sources, and the 
bask principles of operation, including any limitations on its functions. 

Because the charter defines responsibilities and authority broadly, it usually 
gives the institute sufficient freedom of action to permit logical growth and 
expansion. It must be carefully drafted to permit the board of directors reasonable 
latitude in determining policy. Because of its legal character, it is rarely amended 
except for major changes, and therefore it should be free from undesirable 
limitations. 

An important point to be considered is whether the institute should be granted 
autonomous status. The view is widely held that even though an institute is founded 
under government auspices, it will function most satisfactorily if the board of 
directors is empowered to direct its activities as an independent body. This provision 
enhances its prestige, assures freedom from bureaucratic controls and regulations, 
and gives it a greater opportunity to win acceptance among the industrial enterprises 
private or pu Nie, which become its clients. 

Obfectivet and pkmnktg 

The statement of objective* in the charter is usually so broad that it defines only 
in a general way the goals the institute is supposed to achieve. When the institute 
begins operations, it finds that the definition of objectives in the charter próvidas 
such leeway that it can set its own course. Experience alone wiQ reveal which 
activities arouse the interest of industrial managers and hence will have greatest 
impact on industrial development. 
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nf tiü*-*0?!1 deve,°Pment Plans- however, need to be analysed by the manaaement 

Í¿A" re",unce ,0 ,ec,,no"*c>, "»»• -* »-"«y - AS 
h».'L,heü " "° ""k""1 P1*" ,0 ,id "" fO'mul«tion of object• the imtitute will 

M  Types of services; 
(b) Sec ton of industry; 
(c) Typei of enterprise»; 
(d) Character of support. 

For sponsored projects, the desires of the industrial conimunitv will k. „f 

tSZJSFT'. FOr m4""* ***** the ****. ofSTh «.Ä to ensure proper selectivity in the use of supportini funds. 

Adminiatritive functions and mpomibilities 

Mthorit? ^ÏÏSrîÎ*0011* Wffw fr0ffl P^y *«•»* f^tional responsibility and authority. Three steps are important to remedy this defect «F""«""«y »na 
(•) Clarification of functions; 
(b) Preparation of an onjanization chart; 
M SdXS °f ** I****• to *""• "»Ponäbüiti«. and authority of al 

tá^i¡^°n^!^ 1ÎSCti0n"1 "P** 0f M *»•»*»» research institute, 
NMMM!! «f 7ÎS.^? tiWf

1
,fP,wnt« • »'ypotheticá array of functions and 

case «d  L «J?7 .7^' ^ ft,actk» m«y bt varied to suit an individual 
ÍSáVto^is,   JK^'   * r-»»«" of »»Ponribiitie. wil show conak^aW. 

«•pon-bütses should be defined in some suitable way, and the policies aovernin« 
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them should be communicated on the basis of "need-to-know". It is especially 
important to consider the broad range of primary responsibilities that rests on the 
director, who must decide which responsibilities he can delegate so that he may 
concentrate his efforts on those which he believes require his personal attention. 

The following detailed explanation will help to clarify table 4 and the 
application of its principles to the management of an institute. 

Institutional policies are formulated by the director, the chief executive, with 
the assistance of his deputies, who constitute the executive staff, and are submitted 
to the board of directors for its approval as operating principles for carrying out 
the objectives of the organization. They are communicated to the rest of the staff in 
a form appropriate for the guidance of the various echelons in carrying out their 
respective responsibilities. 

TABLE 4.     ANALYSIS OF FUNCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 

Adminis- 
Echelons trative      Adminis 

Board of Inititute Deputy Section    project Technical execu-       imttve 
Functions ditte loft em. tor director! heads       landers uaff tires         staff 

Institutional 
policies 3 1 5 5            5 
Technical 
objective! 3 1 5 5           3 
Organizational 
structure 3 1 5 3            5 
Plannini 3 1 - 4            - 
Project formulation - 3 S 3 
Project execution - 3 4 S           - 

Client contact 
policy 3 1 5 5           - 
Client contact!, 
executive level 3 1 3 3           - 
Client contact!, 
working level - 3 4 5 
Personnel 
poiiciei 3 1 3 4           S 
Personnel 
procedure! -   • 3 5 I           - 
fwaonnel 
policy execution - 1 3 
lYMk relation! 
paticiea 3 1 3 
PuMic relation! 
execution - 3 S 
Financial 
patkiei 1 2 S 
Financial 
procenWei 3 3 
Financial 
central 3 1 S 

Hey. 

ISA 
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m«,I?h??îl °bjeCtives are f0^lated, approved and communicated in a oarallel 

sxxxiruatmg and assign->***• » •— 
hoar?nfaHiZati

t
0nal îtrUCtUre iS determined by the director with the approval of the 

Í "x^ienT o";- Il PrePaHrÌngHthe °r^izati0na] P»». the director wül'usu^ly nn it  expedient  to  call   on his deputies,  section heads and key members of thi. 
administrative staff for comments and suggestions. C 

Planning is the responsibility of the director, who must develop a programme 
nd procedures for all operations required to meet the objectives He may S to 

appoint an advisory body of deputies,   section heads, and key mTmLrsTtne 
administrative staff, or he may establish a staff functional group, operatm7under hi 

Z^l<^. h th,S taSk' bUt - Ch^f -c5övePhePmua:;Tc;dr^ 

KiTtor  hi'r1^ °r hÍS ,dePUtÍeS m reSp0nSib,e fo' "S ^ P OPO^ The director, his deput.es, or the section heads may act as project leaders (or as 
project team members), but when they function in this capacity they should adhe e 

It aPPrOP
f

ria,î? PO,ÌCÌeS and prOCedurCS rather tha" • the^dminlsíat prerogatives of their positions in the organizational hierarchy. There is a need Io 
develop a co_operative team spirit in distinct.on to authoritaJn .VteXicï 

Project execution is the responsibility of the individual project leaders and their 

Ä ¡An-lcve,! of ~ « - «¿¿ -Ä?A: 
the SSor0^ POliCyi, Whkh

Ií
ncl

í
ud" contracting procedures, is established by 

advice y       Up0n hU depUtiei' SeCtion head$ and Pr°i^t leaders for 

a J^nfc^T " "* 'Z^V•1 includin* the »«*>«««<>" of contracts or 
agreements, are the responsibility of the director, who may delegate responsibilities 

LWH'ET' 
and *CÍÍOn headl and who m»y T »» P^tk pE*   the 

wSletl are" tT'" """A• tadMduiI P^CtS C"en< ~ •' h 
Än

V*     K        resP°"l,bd,ty °f the pro'cct ,eaders' "«>•** to the approval of 

Personnel policies are the responsibility of the director, who may seek advice 

Elf 1 "d ,°f d,reCt0rr P*r,0nnel P«•*«« »re the responsibüity of the 
deMgnated   administrative  executive,  subject to the  approval  of the director 

£3*7 HXeCUtÌOn " th€ rwP°n«bi,ity of the director, who may debate responsibilities to ha senior associates. 
PuWk relations policies are the responsibly of the director  with aeneral 

principle, subject  to the approval of the board of directo*¿bui „SSM, 

hTa^ro^XÍ t0r *""•*•*« «-«ve, whose act, ï^ 
trie approval of the director; the director and his deputies and section heads will 
usually participate in implementation of the policies 

Financial policies »re the responsibüity of the board of directors, which deleiates 

Ä:!to Tí"'• t0 the direCt0r- Fta"*" P-edírts1 e developed by the designated administrative executive, subject to the approval of the 
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director. Financial control, subject to the approval of the board of directors, is the 
responsibility of the director, who may delegate responsibilities in defined areas to 
his senior associates. 

Board of directors 

Composition 

The board of directors, preferably consisting of an odd number of members, 
may serve under an appointed chairman or may be empowered to elect its chairman. 
It will nearly always include representatives of the founders. Its strength can be 
increased by the inclusion of leading members of the business community and 
government agencies. It may be rated by the following criteria: 

(a) Degree of interest in affairs of the institute; 
(bj Stature of members; 
(cj Extent of representation of business and of government agencies; 
(dj Size conducive to efficient operation. 

Operations 

The board need not hold frequent meetings, three or four per year usually being 
adequate, except during the initial period of organization of the institute. It may be 
desirable to establish an executive committee empowered to take interim action. The 
board should have a regular order of business, with documented agenda circulated in 
advance. Minutes of meetings should be maintained and a mechanism instituted for 
follow-up on implementation of decisions. 

Major subjects requiring detailed study for formulation of recommendations 
may be expedited by the use of standing or ad hoc committees. The functioning of 
the board can be evaluated on the following basis: 

(a) Frequency of meetings; 
(bj Organization of meetings (agenda, minutes, follow-up); 
(cj Use of an executive committee, where advisable ; 
(d) Use of standing or ad hoc committees. 

Beak responsibilities 

Two basic responsibilities of the board are the selection and general supervision 
of the director and his senior executive staff and the supervision of financial affairs. 
Additional functions are the study and acceptance of the fanerai principles of die 
director's recommendations for policies, technical objectives etc. as given in the 
preceding table. The board may be rated as regards the following: 

fa) Financial stability of the institute; 
(bj Method of reviewing the director's recommendations for general operating 

policies and procedures; 
(cj Method of reviewing the performance of the director and his deputies. 
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Additional areas of activity 

rean^t^A^ I0"10 n0t ?nWm ÍtSelf With individusd Pr°Jccts' e*<*P* on 
Xlnt. T£T    ' ^T t0,d° S° might infringC Up0n the Privacy ^relations with cbents. There are other broad areas in which members of the board can assist 
the institute  and its performance rating may include an evaluation of what it does 
along the following lines: 

fa) Assistance in selecting growth areas for services; 
(b) Aid in promoting contacts with potential clients; 
(c) Stimulation  of sources   of income  to  meet  new needs for  in-house 

development, including contacts with founders; 
(d) Improvement of internal morale by visits and tours to the institute; 
(e) Assistance in public relations. 

Director 

Major responsibilities 

The director, acting under the general guidance and approvi] of the board has a 
wide range of responsibïitie., as was indicated in table 4. As the institute »row!Tin 

w?h,.l^,L0ntr b"^.nece!",y for him to «Pitone or more deputies with assigned¡areas of responsibility. These areas often relate to internal operations 
thus leaving the director more time to devote to external relations. 

A director may be rated on the following points: 
fa)  Leadership; 

(b) Policies and operating procedures he has established; 
(c) Public image; 

(d) Character of relations with the board of directors and the founders; 
it) Character of relations with industrial, government, and financial executives. 

Additional criteria of performance 

mifl£n!!í m>n ,PtCÌik MPeCU °f the director's **nin»t"tive ability should be 

(ê)  Ability to plan activities systematically, including effective planning of his 
own time; 

(b) Ability to attract personnel of high competence; 

(c) Ability to maintain good morale, through establishment of organizational 
relationships that create respect for the individual; 

(d) ^lingaess to accept other points of view and to effect compensatory 

(e) Ability to create opportunities for development of staff capabilities. 
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Executive staff members 

The functions of executive staff members and their areas of responsibility and 
extent of authority should be defined by the director, to whom they report. These 
definitions are best accomplished through job descriptions. Normally one member of 
the executive staff is appointed to act for the director during his absence, and there 
may be one or more alternates, whose order of precedence should be established. 

When the director delegates responsibility and authority to members of the 
executive staff, he should, although necessarily supervising their performance, respect 
the division of authority he has made. If he does not do so, the staff will be 
confused, and in extreme cases he will end up making all decisions, even minor ones. 

A rating scheme for the appointment and supervision of an executive staff 
should include the following points: 

(a) Logical distribution of administrative functions; 
(b) Manner of delegating responsibility and authority; 
(c) Methods of supervising performance ; 
(d) Observation  of managerial   principles in  maintaining the integrity  of 

delegated responsibility and authority. 

Administrative executives 

Financial affairs 

A director, even in a small institute, usually finds it necessary to appoint 
an individual with administrative responsibility for financial matters that require 
regular attention. These include receipt and disbursement of funds; preparation 
of financial statements and budgets; establishment of accounting procedures 
and maintenance of the accounting system; handling of payrolls and expenses; 
supervision of purchasing commitments; checking of contract proposals, negotiations 
and observance of terms; and analysis of financial performance. This executive may 
be given the title of treasurer, secretary-treasurer or comptroller, or some other title 
acceptable to the director and the board. 

In a technical organization, the purpose of an accounting system is to perform 
the necessary functions of recognized financial control in such a manner as to 
interfere least with the performance of professional activities. Excessive detail in 
assembling costs and charges is irritating to the technical staff, of doubtful 
usefulness, and diverts professional time from productive work. 

Library and information service 

A major resource of an institute in a developing country is its collection of 
books, journals and other information, and its ability to use this information to 
handle internal and external inquiries. A librarian is therefore high on the list of 
specialized personnel to be appointed. Evaluation of the function is discussed in 
other sections of this study. 
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(h) 

(e) 

Other administrative functions 

As the institute grows, the administrative burden on the director becomes too 
heavy for h un to bear aJone. If he is to devote proper attention to the ma or area o 
his respons.M.ty, he must delegate certain functions to others. ThTsTunctions 

Ration' f0UOWÌng- Ìn thC °rder ,n WhiCh they are like,y to *•* wSTo 

<a)   Itonte^'*' SÜCh aS hüUSekeepÍng- maintenanc*- supervision of shops. 

Personnel administration, including the more routine aspe, nf handling 
appbeants. supervision of non-technical personnel, development of proposed 
personnel ponies and implementation when they are approved 

c^lT?nUJ'tntn,WhÌCh Ty be PCrf0rmed by a Staff *rouP assembled to carry out engineering, marketing, and economic feasibility studies. A group 

a^fo T °c ,tartS ,UPP,ying ierViCCS t0 C,iCntS °n --tract bis" in addition to carrying on its internal functions because of the demand bv 
enterprises and  government agencies in  developing countries for these 

^vLse,aÌ!2Ì,
an

Ì"ClUdÌn8 Prcparati0n °f pUnS for maJ°r Phonal activities,   assistance   in   preparing speeches,   manuscripts  and  exhibits 
implementation of approVed plans for systematic promotional programs 

.^"Í.^T' Wh£h may * aSSigned t0 the ,ibrary or P"b,k re,^<• »Uff,, but sometimei become sufficiently onerous to requi e the full-time 
services of one or more individuals. 

furJÎoT whlhtÜf' Tt* •t 
intermediate *«• these administrative functions which have usually been clustered informally around the director will 

require some delegation though they would still not warrant^delegat^n to^ ^u" 

titi\z^zj rr;tep for thc dir*tor to tak<¡s * -*» ät 
Zk?TZ ?. ' aCt,V,t? t0 0ne °r more of his executive «aff on a part-time 
basis. The use of committees from the senior technical staff to advise those rivTn 

2 ZuonT? ,EXalüP,€, "'J Mfety commi»'«< •«** committees to advi* 

e a^r 0l^t eT,    ^ J°UmaU' ^^ ^ ""•*""'" C^^ P»blic 

M 

(e) 

Evaluation of handling of administrative functions 

are Äowinr ^ CXMnÍned " "*"""* *' ^^ °f admiBiltn,tiw '»•**»» 

W Description and analysis of importance of functions; 
(b) Allocation of effort in proportion to importance; 
(c) Delegation of responsibility and authority; 
(d) Impact of policies and procedures on technical performance; 
(e) Impact of policies and procedure, on morale, particularly of the technical 
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Administration of technical staff 

Detailed discussion of the selection of the technical programme and the 
management of technical activities is presented in chapters 7 and 8 while chapter 9 
deals with personnel administration. The present section is concerned with the broad 
aspects of general administration as it affects the performance of professional work. 

Internal image of the management 

The conduct of the director and his executive staff has a great influence on the 
atmosphere of the institute. Points to be evaluated include the quality of leadership 
and efficiency of management. 

Quality of leadership reflects the personal characteristics and operating practices 
of the director and his executive staff. The top executives should inspire the rest of 
the staff with the conviction that they are pursuing a logical and systematic path 
leading to a better performance, greater prestige, and increased effectiveness of the 
organization in the future. Quality of management is exhibited by firmness, fairness, 
decisiveness, and undemanding in dealing with the rest of the staff, the clientele, and 
with the community at large. The director and executive staff need to set a pattern 
of administrative skill which serves as a model for the rest of the staff. 

Orientation towards professional efficiency should be obvious in all 
administrative plans, policies, objectives, and procedures. If high morale is to be 
maintained, the management must find a means of assessing the impact of its 
decisions on the technical climate within the organization. 

Organization of technical staff 

Technical staff members do not usually concern themselves with the details of 
organization unless organizational matters interfere with their work. Unless they 
know clearly the channels of responsibility and authority through which to seek 
answers to their professional and personal problems, they become confused. If they 
do not undent and which decision-making powers have been delegated to personnel 
at various levels, all matters focus on the director, who has too heavy a burden to 
become the source of all decisions. 

Three managerial devices can do much to clarify personnel relationships: (a) 
meaningful and realistic organization charts; (b) job descriptions outlining 
responsibility and authority at various levels; tnd(c) internal administrative manuals 
defining the proper course of action and procedures to be followed in pursuing 
inquiries. 

Policies and procedures 

The general policies and procedures of the institute should be made known to 
the staff to the degree necessary for performance at the various levels. They should 
be described in writing so far as this is possible, for example, in the administrative 
manual mentioned above. Manuals of this type do not meet all the requirements, 
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however first, because some topics do not lend themselves to the purpose and 
second, because they are difficult to keep up to date in all particulars 

Hence it is desirable to have additional channels for informing the staff of the 
status of plans and operations. Periodic memoranda to the staff are an mipo tanl 
means of internal communication. But occasional meetings, adjusted oThe needs of 

ALT?1001? leVC,S' "* a ValUab,e Channd of coLunic^n Tro ¿ 
ctrentítutSS0' a    eXeCUt,Ve Staff Can keCP thC entirC Staff aCqUainted with «S 

Communications 

Procedures for external communications can be set forth in administrative 
manuals, but urie« constant care is taken they tend to become observed mT etter 
rather than in the spirit. Contacts with client,, professional organization   and ole 
outside organizations must be continually cultivated 

taken^lZT^lT eXCept f0r Written "P0** and "»"»«»di, are often 
L„mn      .g '   and henCe   are  Pven  »nwmcient   attention.  The  use of 
Zl?ÍSÍU,"yi.P,q,CCtrteaim' WhÌCh CrOM formsÜ °1M«tioMl lines, i, one of the 
most effective scheme, for ensuring improved professional and personal relations in 
the organization. Inter-group seminan and discussions are durable to produce 
cross-fertilization among different disciplines and skills. P 

kno^K0f» ^ freqUent comP!aints in a techn«al group is that the members do not 
know what is going on in the rest of the organization. It is a sign of lood 
manafement when this source of frustration is minimized. ' 

Programme orientation 

The morale and sense of responsibility of technical personnel an fostered bv 

ZfT.T TTT 
hM p,anned th« *'«t»on. of „owti^rîoïSTJS systematically. This subject is discussed in detail in chapter 7. 

Project management and evaluation 

The programming, execution, and continuing review of individual lines of work 

SSÄThSTÄSTon ,h*,ttkimy orprofc-io'-' -*• «• ** " 

Meetings and group dfacuafom 

conica 'ÎïfrUU* * WMted Wh#n "l,,tta» "• •" P«*"* «M"*«* «* 
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(a) Notices of meetings should be distributed well in advance of the date set; 
they should state the time, place, list of individuals expected to attend, and 
probable duration. 

(b) Agenda should be distributed in advance, giving probable order of discussion 
of the items listed, and accompanied, where possible, by supplementary 
details of subjects to be considered. 

(v) Call to order should be prompt, subjects should be handled in sequence 
unless there is an important reason to alter the sequence, and adjournment 
should be as close as possible to the announced schedule. 

(J) Minutes should be kept and distributed to the participants for information 
action, or comment. 

(e) Decisions reached should receive appropriate follow-up to make sure that 
the required actions are taken, and the results should be reviewed at the 
next meeting. 

While these procedures are particularly important when the meetings are large 
the same principles apply to meetings of a few individuals. The senior participant 
should decide on the subjects to be considered and should stipulate the order and 
amount of time to be devoted to the session. Management should set a good example 
to the rest of the staff by insisting on effective presentations and discussions. 



Chapter 7 

SELECTION OF PROGRAMME AREAS 

Motivation for diversification of programme 

In earlier chapters the use of numerical data on financial performance and work 

tie Si. ,0Pr,UfÌeS f0r eXpandi"S the Pr°8••e ¡n new di eel" Bec^ 

A primary consideration is the policy of the management   either expressed 
formally by the board of directors and the institute's director or tacÄ 
helr attjtude   regarding the need to undertake new types of ATïo assis" 

industrial development. The extremes of attitudes may be characterized as sL   0 
aggressive, with many intermediate positions. "dcienzea as stat.c or 

A static posture exists when the institute believes that its present activities offer 

"ÒXal of ragemen' ,beUeVeS tha' ,he "W""»«• neeT     pro"*' 
Sää; 

order ,o make ,he dynmk con,ribu,to" -° " 
The decision  to diversify services need not involve much expansion of ih, 

°~on. Instead of continually taking on staff, the institue an re u e Lph 
on older, less productive lines of work and introduce new ones The manacemen   n 

ZnrCnir Ait^r^"beiiews *» ^K?£ grown io Deyond 300 the administration becomes less efficient; it would orefer 

inl^T? ^ rmber' and   if there is need f" an addiónrvoíum   o 
to^S^TL"?*•' W0Uld faV0Ur the "tablishment of ¿Zní institutes. Some of the larger institutes in developing countries ha-e adonta?, 

uZmouT-Ti PhÜOS°Ph¿ by PartiCiPatin« in <heorganttion ofÄ 
of adZr tl      Stry C,entreS ' alth0Ugh they may maint• * considerable degree 
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Basic principles in diversification 

The steps outlined in this chapter resemble the procedures used by sophisticated 
organizations in highly industrialized countries to plan their directions of growth In 
earlier decades when enterprises and establishments decided to diversify their 
decisions were often based on opportunism and individual opinions; but the results 
were often disappointing, and more rational methods of analysing the potential of 
new areas were developed. 

The most advanced methodology involves four important steps: 

(a) Objective appraisal of the existing strengths and weaknesses of the 
organization; 

(b) Analysis of the industrial sectors which offer possibilities for diversification; 

(c) Analysis of the degree of correlation between the industrial sectors and the 
skills and resources of the enterprise; 

(d) Cross co-ordination between (b) nnd(c) to select the most promising sectors 
of industry from the point of view of using the skills and resources of the 
enterprise. 

Appraisal of strengths and weaknesses of an enterprise 

As a first step towards planning for the future, an organization should take stock 
of its total resources. Surprisingly enough, this is often not done thoroughly and 
objectively. To ensure objectivity, organizations sometimes call in outside groups to 
make the appraisal. 

The major resources of an enterprise are the following: 

(a) Management-capability at various levels for additional responsibilities 
depth and extent of utilization of managerial talents; organizational 
problems restricting optimum functioning; 

(b) Marketing- characteristics of present marketing area; capability of staff to 
handle new fields; special advantages or handicaps; 

(c) Technology-strength and breadth of technical expertise; managerial skill in 
the use of new and improved technology; 

(d) Raw materials-degree of direct control or dependence on outside sources; 
possibility of improving raw material position; 

(e) Manufacturing-condition and flexibility of facilities; potential for 
extension of processes and know-how to new applications; 

ff) Potential for growth-economic outlook for present types of products or 
services; other directly or indirectly related areas for consideration- 
competitive position in the particular sector of industry; 

(g) Financial position resources for maintaining present position; ability to 
finance new undertakings. 
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Merits of systematic internal review 

^^ -aten,  for 

strengthening desirable aspects of the preset position and Z      ?  "?"* (°T 

examining the merits of new courts of action       ? * 8e'1era' Cntem for 

Appraisal of capabilities of an institute for 
expanding its programme 

fa) Management; 

(b) Client development; 

(e) Technical capabilities; 

(d) Facilities and equipment; 

(e) Growth potential of present and related areas; 
if) Financial resources. 

Management 

—s•-*« fernen, ofa„^^^^ 

anv "„Ü" T * S°Un<i P/DCedu'e f°r delega,ion of "»Ponsibility and authority any   notable   expansion   of  activities   will   merely  add  to   thi  nr„hi.„!     r 
dectstonHnaking a. the senior level, which may be atady overioad d ZtoZari 
noun a good potion to devote the „ecejry time and' aSllo „ew^el of 
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TABLI    5.     CAPABILITY   OI     MANAGEMENT   WITH     RESPECT    TO   PROGRAMMI 
EXPANSION 

Points to be evaluated 

Attitude of board of directors 
Capability of senior echelon 
Work load of senior echelon 
Capability of intermediate 
echelon 

Specialization of intermediate 
echelon 
Managerial capability of 
junior staff 
Management development 
programme 
Organizational structure 
Delegation of responsibility 
and authority 
Planning procedures 
Project control 

Deficient      Adequate      Good     Excellent 

Procedures for project control are discussed in detail in chapter 10. 

Oient development capabilities 

If an institute is to undertake new types of service successfully, it must have an 
orderly system for establishing contacts with potential industrial or government users 
and for creating lasting and productive relationships with them. This corresponds to 
the marketing capabilities of an individual enterprise or establishment 

In this discussion, the term "client" is used to denote "potential industrial or 
government users of the services, but this does not necessarily imply that individual 
enterprises; agencies or organizations will Pay fees, at least until they have 
determined that they have problems on which they wish to have work done In 
entering a new area, however, the institute will usually find that it has to provide 

free samples oi its abilities in order to convince some of the units in the market 
area that it can be useful. If the objective of the institute is to earn a substantial part 
of its income, the management will try to determine as rapidly as possible which 
services are likely to be in demand and who the potential clients are. 

The development of contacts with potential clients should therefore proceed 
according to an orderly plan. It will normally include both a "shotgun" and a "rifle" 
approach. The shotgun procedure is to reach as many enterprises as possible through 
a public relations programme that includes publicity on the services being offered 
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organizations reached ^»Vbroad^Jf "  '°  '"T^' m•8 ""> ""mcrous 

conceLtXf^^ 
result in very few d^^Ä? ÍT "y '!*"' " Wi" P«*"* 
mos, appropria* information ^te^p^n't^XS'' ^"""7 '"C 

systematic analysis oÄ ,yp Ôf i fô^r P« """"í publi,; rela,io"s •> 
contacts into fLccc^^^^TZ'ì^t!^" ^'T •" "' 
time and effort 10 follow up on urdí „,•!' n"e aPProadl- "w cost ¡n 
avoid unproductive efforts Le • f„ P , " 1" M

1
""'

31
" 

tu"sM•tìon. To 
decidtog oP„ the type Ä^'^Ä? "* lfalih°°d <* -cess -d in 

with•: pîSfS Sttî^r* frHT a;:ivi,ies bas "•»«*¡- «•• 
greate,  creativity  and en Zi ,^° n"'f I'*? ""lofrrEce. but demands 
performance in creadne à derlli f * lm not sl,own a satisfactory 

__J^!íl!L_^^^ IN NEW AREAS 

^o;'nrj ro oc evaluated r» ,- 
 ße/iCK7i/       Adequate      Good       Excellent 

Performance of existing 
activities 
Public relations 

Conversion of contacts to 
clients 

Ability to create demand for 
new services 
Public relations 

Follow-up of contacts 
Ability to analyse success 
in client development 

Technical capabilities 

«ffacto*^ ff íhe ÍnStÍtUte ,S CaPab,e <* re^ring 
of the capabUit s of itTL7f ÎÏÏ nvl' ^^^^ and obJective revi• 
which its' personne e p ofiden and^th ^ °f ^ the typeS of activitV in 

experience is pertinent '     * the fect0B of taduïtIy t0 *"»<* their 
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The list of technical areas chosen for such a review may well be the same as that 
proposed in chapter 4 (see table 3) to facilitate cross-reference and co-ordination. 
The headings are shown in table 7. 

A comprehensive evaluation of technical capabilities must take into 
consideration that the technologies of industrial sectors vary within a considerable 
range. The list of sectors may be the same as that described in the next two sections, 
in which branches of industry are evaluated from the points of view of inherent 
characteristics and degree of correlation with strengths and weaknesses of the 
institute. 

It should be pointed out that the degree of practical experience becomes 
increasingly important as the type of activity becomes shorter in range. For example, 
"technical service to manufacturing and sales", consisting usually of short-term 
assignments on very practical problems, requires that the staff members engaged in it 
have detailed knowledge of the technology and commercial practices in individual 
sectors of industry because otherwise their approach might be considered naive by 
clients. On the other hand, while general familiarity with a branch of industry is 
desirable for longer-range work, any deficiencies in this respect may be 
counterbalanced in part by the competence of the staff in basic disciplines and by 
the advantage of a broader approach than the traditional technology of the particular 
industry. 

Table 7 presents one way of tabulating the results of such a review. 

TABLE 7. ANALYSIS OF TECHNICAL COMPETENCE FOR DIVERSIFICATION 
OF TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES 

National or Small and Studies on 
New industrial   regional        Managerial    medium-sized     industrial      Technical   Analysis       Information 
operations wrveys projects enterprises operations     service        and testing   services 

¡2 o 
<j 

U 
•a 
'C 

I 
Scoring:     H   =   high 

M   =   medium 
L   =   low 

The evaluation may be made more comprehensive by listing separately areas of 
special expertise in which the institute has a high degree of competence e g plant 
design for food products, analysis of fertilizers and pesticides, market research on 
textile products, product development of lubricants etc. 

Facilities and equipment 

In making plans for diversification or expansion, an institute needs to take into 
consideration the limitations or advantages of its building space and equipment Any 
new major activities requiring extensive faculties or additional instruments or 
apparatus have to be evaluated in terms of the ability to provide them while also 
providing for growth of the existing programme. 
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siÄMsrÄ*ex,s,ins pro~ " °r z 

Growth potential of present and related activities 

=BEBÍ- * * - SfÄSÄKSa 
Financial resources 

In considering opportunities for entering new areas of service institutes 
SSTÏW msuf?cient attenti°n to the probability of drain Ance The 
potential field is technically attractive, but to exploit it successfully Z be vel 

ÏSTÎ- ÍS0?y' there ^ be the C0St °f devel°Pin8 expeZ^hLg new 
with Zt re u^Sft0 SeCUre a;CJÌentele" WÜ1 Certaülly «Ä» expenditure of unT with little return, for a period of months or even years. Even moderate success mal 

nlneVhlv^f18 ïr "* eqUipment- *"* «•*oSÍ pZfo^ 
new field have collapsed because they were beyond the capacity of the institute to 
finance or because the prospects for getting an adequate Lum on the fnv lent 

¡ääT 
that have presemed iess °bvious risks h- stintuSrtt 

A logeai policy is to follow the pattern successful enterprises have adonta in 
planmng for diversification. ney flm deteirnine their £» o Zds ,• 
marnta«! exKtrng activities on the projected scale of growth. By clparin, 1« 

morSablTfortf TT °f t0m inCOme- ^ • "^nnineT/Zu    of money available for exploiting new opportunities. 

Screening of characteristics of industrial sectors 

Codification of industrial sectors 

possiïrconS^^ Ü1StÍtUt: Ìn,a deVd0ping COUntry is t0 make th« gratest 
teTnfc.1 SSnf economic development, it must analyse systematically the 
technical needs of various industrial sectors in relation to their national importance 
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For this purpose it is necessary to consider the relative positions of an array of 
sectors of industry. To ensure the most useful classification, the system employed by 
the Government for collecting statistics on industrial manufacturers is preferred This 
usually consists of a dozen or so gross categories, such as chemicals, electrical 
equipment, forest products and foods. In many countries these major categories are 
broken down still further into a much larger number of more homogeneous classes- 
tor example, under foods come bakery products, canned goods, dairy products etc.' 

To evaluate opportunities for technical assistance, the detailed classification is 
desirable because the pertinent characteristics of the smaller groups will be more 
revealing. In a given country improvement in the dairy industry may offer an 
especially important challenge in comparison with other branches of the food 
industry, a situation that would not be apparent from gross information on the major 
category. J 

Even much finer classifications are employed in very sophisticated techniques 
tor selecting diversification opportunities in highly industrialized countries Lists of 
several hundred categories in the chemical industry have been employed for 
example, in order to provide a basis for more meaningful evaluation. In developing 
countries the total list of sectors in all manufacturing industry will usually run to 
about 50 to 100 items because information is usually not collected on a more 
detailed basis. 

Criteria for screening opportunities 

The purpose of the proposed screening procedure is to examine the array of 
industrial sectors from the point of view of a client who may be considering 
establishing an enterprise or increasing his stake if he is already active in a sector Is 
the investment climate in this sector attractive, or should he consider entérine 
another sector? From the point of view of the institute, if the economic health of 
the sector is not good, the chances of carrying out a successful project for a client are 
poor. 

The ratings made under these criteria are necessarily qualitative Although first 
attempts to develop a tabulation will undoubtedly have some weaknesses a 
systematic evaluation of industrial opportunities is sound as a basis for expansion and 
diversification of technical activities. In any case the tabulation will need periodic 
revision, both because more detailed information will become available and because 
the situation in a given sector may change with time. 

The criteria proposed are five in number: 
(a) Government policies, where applicable; 
(b) Growth rate; 

(cj   Economic return; 

(d) State of technology; 
(e) Ease of entry. 

Government policies 

In many developing countries government policies are reflected in lists of 
industries that are favoured by national plans, inducements such as tax reductions 
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may be available to new enterprises. Where lists of this type have not hw„ 
general statements of policy may be issued, such as encouS•„" of uZT^ 
materials and reducing imports. »soulagement oi upgrading raw 

Growth rate of sector 

Analysis of government statistics and other factual surveys will provide a K 
for qualitative evaluation of growth potential of the industrial secto Growth T 
reflected in physical volume of production, total sales, «tçCA T^ 
investment, or number of enterprises. To decide whether7hTero»- PlU' 
favourable, the data should be compared with tkT^ZnT fe^ ?* » 
manufacturers. «»"»«u  averages  tor all 

Economic return 

The  probable profitability of a new enterprise is, of course  a kev fir»«   • 
inducing entrepreneurs to act, and may be of considerable interest t1     °f ,n 

agencies.  It  is not easy to obtain such information inmanol tri?7T?T 
conclusion, to be drawn from it may be questionable. TheTelt sou ces of o     ^ 
are   bankers,    industrial   association   executive   o•»• T A opinion 
wen-info•ed industrialists. Other evV^e SSÄÄi? 
of uidnndual enterprises or records of business failures The conclulm h P "S 

need to be examined critically. For example, a new enterpriseI?th ,' TT' 
unproved operation may expect a good return, whereas one usTngll, techno^ 
may be unattr. :tive. b turreni technology 

State of technology 

For a new venture, an appraisal of the technical level of existing entomn      • 
important. What is the present and probable rate of chlngj T2•£TT " 
already available? Can it be acquired from abroad? C.nit be geL" cd l t T 
echnical staff, or should it be developed through some othe!¡e ¡yZha^í 

ìndustnal research institute? 6    y        as a !ocal 

Ease of entry 

A number of factors may be involved in an evaluation of the ODoortim.* • 
enter an industrial sector. The market may be dominated by .^2^X2 
that would resist a new competitor. The investment for a piant of a Sum 
economic size may be high, it may be difficult for the institute to vr•TZ 
technical services required by customers. P     de the 

In addition to the five criteria discussed above, other data from government or 
pubbc sources may be of interest, particularly with regard to the hlltin^ Z 

number ^°VernTent StatÍStt frC?Uently inClude t0talVy^cÄ^Suf number of employees, number of enterprises etc. A factor that is frequentiv of 
concern to government planning agencies is total investment per job oZrStv 
This is a measure of capital intensity, which is of value in formula^nSal' 
policies to create industrial employment. h n*lional 
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Screening procedure 

The end result of application of these techniques is a tabulation of the type 
shown in table 8. 

TABLE   8.     EVALUATION   OF   NEW   OPPORTUNITIES   IN   VARIOUS   INDUSTRIAL 
SECTORS 

Industrial Government      Growth 
sector policies rate 

Economic State of Ease of 
return technology        entry 

Scoring;   H - high 
M — medium 
L m low 

It should be emphasized that this screening is carried out for the purpose of 
analysing industrial sectors from the point of view of clients. Such screening is of 
direct help to the industrial research institute, since it provides information on those 
sectors of industry that should attract new enterprises and that should offer an 
opportunity to creale a clientele. Finally, judicious use of the tabulated information 
which would be a proprietary nsset of the institute, should create valuable confidence 
and goodwill on the part of private clients and government agencies when applied to 
individual projects. In carrying out such studies, the institute may use a modified list 
of entena that provides a more critical evaluation of the much smaller list of 
opportunities that emerges from the screening. 

Screening of sectors in terms of institute capabilities 

The preceding section relates to inherent characteristics of industrial sectors. The 
capability of the institute to service projects in the various sectors remains to be 
determined. This requires a second screening of the same list of industrial sectors as 
would be included in table 8, in terms of the institute's technical competence ability 
to create and service a clientele, and facilities and equipment. 

For convenience, this second screening may be added to the IM of 
charactenstics of individual industrial sectors shown in table 8. The combined 
tabulation is shown in table 9. 
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TABLE    9.    SCREENING   OF   INDUSTRIAL   SECTORS   IN   TERMS   OF   .NSTITUTl 

  CAPABILITIES 

Industrial Ratingsofcharacteristics of industrial sectors *<"">*">! industrial scaors m termi „I 
stctor ~~~  —  institute capabilities 

Government Growth    Economic      State of        Etueof 7.~T~, ."7  
Polices         rate           return           technology    entrv "' AMl,y "> '"      ^mnamt 
 .  competence       vue-líentele       equipment 

Scoring     H a  high 
M a  medium 
L  — low 

Selection of promising sectors for institute services 

mmmm 
mmmmm msmmm 
menit forth««mü^ 2^** ^^ ten t0 twenty industries ^ be found to 
Zt ofthJZTy-       ?" POmt a m0re detailed study sh°"W be made of the 
^¡mJ^TZ^:^that are within the 8Cope of the **** 
a^t esmTut SCed State,0f teCh^°,0gy With intemaI ~«c~TÄ,Z 
S^meÍrsfothC0mpetentStaff

l
f0r Pr0duct and Process development or 

STÎ Í are quite »PhítóMtod but are judged to be susceotible to 

SaSsSSSSSsSiŒß 
detailed «udy wä, be „eededioc.^ «hX"l^S   " * •" " "l*h ""^ 
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Ihe management may well find that more areas offer scope for expansion than it 
can handle at the time. It then becomes necessary to set priorities and to decide on 
the amount of effort it can devote to each without detriment to existinc 
programmes. b 

It is essential in carrying out evaluation schemes of this type that the ratings be 
kept up to date by periodic review. The situations will change in some sectors of 
industry. The competence of the institute may also undergo modification in some 
directions. Hence the system for selecting promising areas cf service must be dynamic 
to allow for both internal and external change. 

General principles for evaluating programme selecti on 

The procedures outlined above may be criticized as being too elaborate for 
apphcat.on in many industrial research institutes in developing countries. In reply it 
may be stated that this is a workable system offered as an example, but any other 
scheme should be valuable as long as it provides a logical basis for selecting a.easof 
service representing the country's needs and the institute's competence In the 
tabulation at the end of this section the essential points are stated in general ternis. 

Admittedly, the establishment of an evaluation system will require considerable 
effort at the start. It is doubtful, however, that in the long-run, more total time will 
be necessary to set it up than would be spent in diffuse discussions of potential 
directions of growth when no criteria have been framed by which their relative 
advantages and disadvantages can be judged. Some form of appraisal, in which not 
only the senior management but also more junior staff members can participate and 
accept, gives the entire organization a sense of purpose and orderly direction. 

The essential points for selecting directions of effort are summarized in table 10. 

TABLE I 0.     METHODOLOGY FOR PROGRAMME AREA SELECTION 

Internal appraisal Ç(YW 

Technical areas of competence 
Industrial areas of competence 
Ability to obtain and service clientele 

External appraisal 
Criteria for evaluating industrial sectors 
Systematic screening of opportunities for service 

Co-ordination of external opportunities with 
internal capabilities 

Detailed analysis of promising activities 

Scoring:   H   =r   high 
M   »   medium 
L   -•   low 
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ADMINISTRATION OF TECHNICAL ACTIVITIES 

staffiline reS0UrCJ °f *" indUSlrial research institute » the composite of its staffs skills. Management's major responsibility is to utilize these skill? tn ZZ \l 

Selection of projects 

General principles 

p. 'M«, and ,o mai„ytrgu7da„     öwa'ris „btcnv« "rE""", "^ '° aSSÍg" 

*«SlÄÄ LSLSJ"*^ rcsearch tasti,u,e should -lud*• 
of effort, and an assignment of responsibility for supervision of the woT P 

work fe under wr^Ht ríl f     ?' ***' the project has been authorized and 

wüi ä 
r
fornr0

f zizzfj STí 
bï autíorized projccts-,n ** ** 

organization. ""^ °f "" technical manpower available in the 
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In-liouse projects 

Nearly all industrial research organizations undertake some projects without 
having to obtain outside approval and support. Successful contract research institutes 
regard these projects as a means of developing new skills in technical areas in which 
they desire to expand, or even to secure a proprietary position for which they can 
later secure client support. Hence the criterion of entrepreneurial feasibility 
mentioned earlier should be accorded considerable weight in selecting these lines of 
work. 

In some industrial research institutes in developing countries, however, there is a 
tendency to choose projects of technical interest that are assumed to be in the 
national interest without a critical assessment of whether or how the results will be 
utilized. Unfortunately, this lack of objectivity may lead to diversion of skills into 
work that is unproductive from the point of view of industrial development. 

Sponsored projects 

The probable usefulness of projects receiving support from enterprises 
associations, or public agencies is often more clearly defied than it is for in-house 
projects. If the projects have not been adequately justified from the point of view of 
utility, the reputation of the institute as a resource for industrial development will 
eventually suffer. As a result, the institute will find it more difficult to secure new 
industrial or government clients. 

Another weakness that may occur in sponsored work is failure to specify the 
exact goals of the projects at the outset. The client may enlarge the objective during 
the course ot the investigations, with the result that the institute may find itself 
committed to a larger programme than that described in the original agreement or 
contract. 

Organization of projects 

The operation of project systems has been described in many reference works 
Here only particular aspects pertinent to the management of industrial research 
institutes in developing countries will be mentioned. 

Staffing of projects 

Project oudines should include an estimate of the amount of technical effort 
required to complete them. Preferably, responsibility for supervision of the work 
should be assigned to some competent individual. If he is to be given this 
responsibility he should participate actively in the preparation of the outline It is 
not reasonable to hold him responsible for a programme h« did not help to design. 
Hence, for a project sponsored by outside parties, the supervisor should be selected 
at an early stage and should participate in the negotiations. 

There is a distinct trend in research and development to use a broad spectrum of 
technical skills on projects in order to ensure a comprehensive approach to a 
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Procedures for allocating professional effort 

It has become common practice to keep track of the distribution ot the effnrf „f 

staff ttZr%ÚOn ? 1• Ca;dS ÍS °ften regarded as an unnecessary nuisance by the 

Establishment of project budgets 

?Ä5Ä.rf an indus,rial research 'ns,i,u'e »""-" Ä - 
conven^^umfS Í Profct ^«ets. .he total cos, „fa technical man-day « a 

course, to cairy the usual detailed accounting records of financial transactions 
Vinous practices are followed in calculating the cost of a tiSman dav 

averages for categories of personnel or for the entire technical staff. Using the 

2See United Nations (1970) Industrial Renarvi, Institutes. Sales No.: 70.11.B.2 I. 
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2     0rfr u a convenient Procedure and avoids disclosure of the exact 
salaries of mdiv.duals. wrnch may be desirable, depending on circumstance 

essonTTV" eSt,T °f the nUmber °f technic^ «• days has b^n prepared as an 
essential ,ten, m the project oudine, it can easily be converted intZftZZ 
orecas  for te work by applymg the proper factor. Addition? um'may bedded 

totf,^ budget to take care of .arge items of suppües, equipment, tnAs^SÍ 

Estimates of project costs provide management with data for evaluating 
input-output relationships, i.e. whether the value of the r suit0\TT• 
.nvest.gat.on i, worth the cost of the effort to cany U out U^ of s anS 
cost-cst.mating procedures reassures clients that work on Their bel alf is be'L haled 

S^CmmeT ***** • "' "^^ with the •?'• Solved in 

Administrative control of projects 

course p^ orx^i::^Är x, --A 

ŒT oTTlSl 'SET WOrk' reVle"S - <*»' ""^   .ht 

Review of technical progress 

An assessment of technical progress usually «¡tar+c ^u •     . 
detailed plans of act•«« ,ha« LÏZZTÄ^ZTff" "V" 
show the proposed cour«» nf ti• ¡„•.*-   J  UF Der°re me work began. These plans 

sir— - "• «¿SETS'ASíüAV! 
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for J*? P!an üf
f
inVeStißation and a summaiy of the results provide a systematic b.sr 

requirements, budget, and schedule. readjustments ,n manpower 

Review in terms of objectives 

While technical progress is being reviewed, the course of the work should h, 

result in modfflcation of the object m o "de" "ÄÄS 

Reassessment of feasibility 

m.AArÛOàXC reVÍeW üf feaSibiJity from aU Points of view (technical engineers 

and hence an .mproved basis for comparison against the criteri. fo^SSyT 

Reporting and communications 

Reporting systems 

Reporting is regarded by the great majority of research and develooment 

2^17 rable Ch0re- ActUaJly>th0Se wh0 de• «ort bTnefit romTood reporte are those who prepare them. Reports enable the writers to systematise fheïr 
ttough*; and mformation so that they are in a better portion to"Swï 
They provide one important basis by which supervisors can judge the proLTonai 

d^raXol^11^ ThlV ÏT* faV0Urab,y the -eptlíe an7" ot ideas and courses of action which the writers wish to pursue 

manlrent   ToP
aT

men!i!n ^t^* °f rePorts of the institu* is a sign of good 

descnbed u, the »dm•«rati• manual of the institute mere are manfhaXo* 

S.ÎZA" reports'"" therefore the discussion here wüi h C°"^" a 

,.(lJ?".i,m0S' 'T weakne!s of industrial research reports is that thcv often 
reflect the concerns of the writer and thus fail to serve the needs of the reader 
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Research workers tend to think of their work in historical perspective, pointing out 
in sequence the difficulties they had to overcome and the ways in which they 
overcame them. The user of the report, however, is concerned only witH the final 
conclusions and the information necessary to confirm its validity and with methods 
of application; he assumes that there must have been obstacles during the course of 
the work, but his interest is concentrated on end results. 

The  reporting system  starts  with  the keeping of notebooks. Poorly kept 
notebooks indicate negligent management. 

Reports for internal use usually consist of a weekly (or monthly) summary to 
inform the supervisor of the state of progress, more lengthy reports on a monthly or 
quarterly basis to present and analyse all pertinent information, and final reports at 
the conclusion of a project or a major phase of an investigation. A good reporting 
system maintains a balance between providing too little and excessive information 
Time spent on exhaustive reports that may never be read is wasted. If the interim 
reports are well organized, the subsequent summaries can be much shortened by 
cross-reference to material already in the files. 

Reports for use by clients or other external agencies have great importance 
because they represent the embodiment of what the funds were used for. They are 
so to speak, the "product" of the industrial research institute. They should be 
prepared in a form suitable for a succession of readers at various levels in the client 
organization. The senior executive will be interested only in a concise statement of 
the utility of the results. The next echelon of management will wish to examine in 
more detail the basis for the conclusions. Finally, at the technical level, the reader 
will need all the details pertinent to successful use. Hence the organization of the 
report will usually be in the form of a very brief summary; a somewhat more detailed 
presentation of the conclusions and primary supporting data; and a lengthier 
discussion of data, methodology, and method of application. Comprehensive tables 
of data or analyses and justification of methodology are often placed in appendices 
in order to keep the body of the report a smooth and concise record of essential 
information. 

Internal communications 

Internal communications are important for several reasons. The progress of an 
investigation is facilitated when it is possible to draw on information from individuals 
with a variety of backgrounds and experience. The greater the interchange of views 
among the staff of an organization, the more unified the organization will be The 
morale of the staff is improved by the feeling of being a part of a larger team." The 
ability of an individual to take part in discussions with the outside community 
particularly with clients and technical colleagues, is improved by the experience he 
gains inside the organization. F 

Internal communications present a problem in technical groups of all sizes, even 
fairly small ones. They can be improved through: encouragement of interchange 
between groups by arranging for presentation of individual projects for discussion in 
smaU or large groups and circulation of certain reports to a wider circle; regular staff 
meetings of the entire organization or of smaller groups to present a broader picture 
of institute activities; informal concultation with other groups in project reviews; use 
of multidisciphne project teams. The senior staff of the institute can do much to 

TcuSLs        SC1P   ary COmmunication by jesting or arranging appropriate 
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External communications 

As mentioned earlier, some contract research organizations require the leader of 

lrtl7C¡0hZTÜm 0f C0mmunicatio« **h i* cliente a6 íegullrtsí perhaps o^e a month. This promotes mutual acquaintance, understand»• and 
cooperation. It nay consist of a personal visit, interim report, letter, rneSdum 
or telephone caü. The aim is to let the client know that someone hraTrsonai 
interest ¡n the work being done on his behalf. personal 

• J** K1Uííy °f COntaCtS by inStitute Pere°nne' should be under continual 
scru iny by the management. The staff should receive training in the technZes of 
making forceful, well-organized, and courteous presentation, They sh3d be 
encouraged to make outlines of what they propose to say and to prepare ülustrative 
charts or diagrams where these will be helpful 

thk S-' mk
emberl0f th,e Staff Wh0 accoI"Pany more junior personnel can assist in 

this training by making the latter responsible for parts of the presentation and hv 
discussing in private afterwards how performance could have beei^oved * 
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PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION 

Because the technical staff of an industrial research institute is its chief resource 
a primary responsibility of management is to assemble, organize, and guide the 
personnel in such a way as to ensure optimum performance. The procedures used for 
these purposes profoundly influence the morale of the staff and their motivation 
towards productive work. 

Orientation of the individual towards the organization 

Each individual should understand his function in the organization. Unless he 
knows what is expected of him and the sources of leadership and advice available to 
him, he will be unable to do his job well. 

Administrative manuals 

After they have been in operation for a certain period, most research 
organizations find it desirable to issue administrative manuals setting forth the 
objectives of the institute, the details of conduct expected of the staff, and the 
administrative functions established to assist them in the performance of their 
assignments. 

Organization charts 

Although many managers of research organizations do not like to use charts 
outlining the scope of functions and the designation of areas of responsibility, the 
great majority find them useful. Three major weaknesses should be avoided First 
charts suggest rigidity, which is hostile to the interplay of skills so desirable in 
technical work. Second, they are often allowed to become out of date with 
consequent confusion. Finally, they often portray a situation that does not actually 
exist. Even with these limitations, charts have the value of showing the normal 
channels of communication and authority. 

68 
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Job descriptions 

JS a supplementary description of functions, responsibility, and authority manv 
Stns fmd ll •.• to develop job descriptions forpositivaS 
levels.  Ihese  are  especially helpful  in  defining the interrelationshin   bew«Ln 
echelons. It is an axiom of good management that when responStyl* LnedThe 
ï°"ty

f 
átmtá Sh0uld be Pr°Porti°nate. A good It of £b £«Ä fa valuable for the purpose of defining this relationship aescnptions is 

W. i" taCtU n °peration' however<the senior staff of a technical organization need to 
be continually on guard to prevent erosion of the authority of the supeMsors a^ 
lower levels. Senior staff having extensive dealings with junfer pe^r^Seo 
«n mind that ,f they continually make decisions that should have Sen folulated at 
a lower level, eventually all decisions-small and great-will fall onVhem Tev wilf h, 

LcT f tSdutie" ft*"?! r f? hJe -equate ti:hL^t^de 
2•?, ;    2  dut,esPey wdl also fail to develop managerial skills which are 

Recruitment procedures 

Methodology of recruitment 

Large technical organizations have developed several techniques for makino 

mTm*\ZK ^ft""*- ^ °ften use *b dcscriPtions ofTpodSon o S 
may £ AtÏÏ? of c»^ can be analysed on a logical basis. They 
may set up for the candidate a senes of inverviews with various individuals in the 
orations so as to provide a cross section of opinions. Because the whole poces 
SS md references'.^dulingPinterviews, andchecÄ" 

íw«I       time-consuming, organizations frequently delegate responsibly for 

nSu7Tl'Z'T*1 0fflCCr,A WiSe P0licy t0 foUowis *°-akeP^t íthé 
SSÄ t.2^   ncw employec is t0 rcport is a kcy member °f the 

Indoctrination of new personnel 

th,vNlW ??l0yf i^ be *Vcn a suitab,e int~<luction to the organization when 
£ev Tl d?' i?* " USUally thc resPonsibUity of the individual to wTom 
they are to report. He sees to it that they are provided with the necessary 

ST &bTuthe ta?tuto' 8Uch " ^e administrative manuV^d tne"^ 
?S   to 'oarovi¿e rr°dïC? thr t0 the V«*1' ** Wh0m ** ** •* 
U1VO,.,!KI 

P • * COrd,al  mduction  fato   ^ organization can make  an 
unfavourable impression on new employees that may lead to maladjustment. 
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Management of staff 

The spirit in which personnel are treated by the senior management leaves a 
strong imprint on morale. The relationships should be courteous, objective, fair and 
considerate. For example, one hears complaints that the senior staff are prompt to 
criticize, but rarely give credit for work well done. The example set by the 
management often pervades the entire organization. 

Periodic reviews of performance 

To ensure that there is adequate evaluation of performance, many organizations 
have adopted the procedure of a comprehensive review of each individual's activities 
in the form of an interview at some regular period, for example, once a year. These 
interviews should be frank, objective, and constructive. Often a team of two will 
participate in a session-one, the man's direct superior, the other, someone from 
another level or group. A good technique in to set the person being interviewed at 
ease by discussing favourable aspects of his work. This is followed by a review of his 
weaknesses, such as inefficient working habits, lack of objectivity and poor relations 
with colleagues. The atmosphere should be one of constructive criticism to help the 
individual make the most of his abilities. 

Handling of separations 

One of the unpleasant tasks of a manager is to arrange for the resignation or 
dismissal of individuals who are not performing satisfactorily. The longer this is put 
off, the more difficult it becomes. Delay in handling an obvious case is harmful to 
the image of management, the morale of the rest of the staff, and to the future of the 
man himself. 

If there has been a periodic performance review of all personnel, it is to be 
expected that the individual who is to be separated will have received warning that 
his performance has been deficient in some particulars. Hence the ground will have 
been broken for taking steps to terminate his employment. The termination 
interview may well include guidance as to the type of position the man is best fitted 
for and the changes in attitudes or work habits he should strive to make. Still better, 
it is sometimes possible to suggest definite job opportunities and even to take 
preliminary steps to arrange interviews for him with other employers. 

It is sometimes necessary for an industrial research institute to discontinue some 
area of activity and to let a group of individuals go. Actions of this type require 
careful planning of procedures so as to preserve the respect and morale, not only of 
those to be separated, but also the rest of the organization. Information about the 
proposed change should be kept as confidential as possible in the senior management 
group, in order to prevent premature leakage, which is demoralizing for the rest of 
the staff. 

When the individuals to be separated are notified of their impending dismissal, 
management should endeavour to be considerate and constructive. There should be à 
well-worked out schedule of separation payments and a programme for assisting the 
employees to find other positions. The news should be transmitted suitably to the 
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rest of the staff so as to relieve the apprehensions of the* who are to be retained At 

ZXïZ. UteS P0"CleS °r aCtiVitiK ** rend« « ""«t'^ive "Ò 

Salary administration 

system^ïï^8 rd Ìn Set/ing SChedU,eS and individual saIaries *°"M he systematic and fair. To ensure fairness, many organizations use charts in which 

m)   men C    , """"f a ^^ SUCh " yea" °f Professional experience or 
evalua^nof^      ^ ° ^ mdÍVÍdUal ¡S Changcd' this "»^ I*•** critical evaluation of the merits of the case in comparison with the rest of the staff 

Announcement of a salary change to an individual can best be made when his 
performance is being reviewed. The monetary award is thus coupled with the way in 
which he has carried out his responsibilities. * 

Each individual should have his salary reviewed at some regular period for 
example   once a year. Although changes in salaries of senior staff ¿cut'les 

¿SS y' PÄVeiyutW° 0r threC yean' their SaIaries *«*» also be revewed regularly even though no changes are contemplated. «vicwea 

Professional development 

mJ£T an
t
mdustnal research institute in a developing country occupies such an 

miportant position as a national technical resource, it. function as a tracing centre 

oubllcTZf íh teChnkal ^ °f itS StafT h a *<*»" contribuito the public welfare The management therefore needs to appraise carefully the best means 

*e 3e °" Ìn COnf0rmity With the P0licies and objecti^í 

The types of activities may be clarified according to two main objectives: (a) 

S 7Z!T    , f lplVnary °r Kientiric SkÜ,S' ^ ^ ^P'ovement in technologi al 
Jills and knowledge: of sectors of industry. Obviously these two types canno? be 

tZÏ*d,,!LTt,ated beCr ,adVanCed trainin8 fa a new scientific technique for 
example spec roscopy   will often expo* the individual to applications of this 

n¿qUC •,° mdU$trial P/0blemS' Whfle a *** of experience in some fcldof industry will encourage a famUiarity with new techniques 

•ho»uitKPíy 0f/hí lMtitUto in pr0viding opportune» for improvement of skills 
tJZll    1V"*' a rtaSOnable b8lance- If the emPhasis " »«o heavily on the 
academic side, the «ratifie stature of individual members of the staff will be 

SÄÄ W^ t0 handie E**- Pr0blemS may n0t bc -reasei'on the other hand, if all training is confined to technological areas, the absence of the 
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leavening effect of new scientific concepts may restrict the approach to problem 
solving to conventional habits of thinking. 

Another aspect of training policy is the depth of penetration into the staff as a 
whole Some means should be found to give suitable opportunities for training to 
staff at various levels of seniority, so that more junior personnel can feel that they 
have a responsibility to improve their professional skills. 

It does not appear that any formal classification of training activities would serve 
a useful purpose because each institute has to select the pattern that best suits it 
iheretore, this section is concerned with presenting a comprehensive list of means by 
which the broad objective of improving professional capabilities can be attained 

Provisions for outside study 

Scholarships, fellowships, or grants for foreign study offer the most attractive 
possibilities for professional development. These may be for academic work in a 
general area or for concentrated study in a particular field. They may be for the 
purpose of gaining experience in the practices of some branch of industry or in 
managerial techniques in one or more highly developed countries. 

On the local scene, there are numerous educational opportunities, such as 
supplementary study in educational institutions and attendance at scientific or 
technological conferences or lectures. Some institutes encourage such activities bv 
granting the necessary time from regular duties for participation and by defraying 

£h "'i  . Í!     eXPf?Se- U may be a pdicy t0 encoura8e a11 ambers of the technical staff to attend local scientific meetings, for example by paying some par! 

rnvl'ed      ar Ín pr0feSSi0nal SOcieties and the cost of meals when these are 

Internai training activities 

orm ManV ¡etnica! organizations carry on a series of lectures, seminars, or discussion 
groups within the institutions. They may invite guest speakers to address specialized 

STÜ I' Ty- they, Can Se,eCt the Subjects they belicve t0 b* most pertinent from the pom of view of increasing the capabilities of the staff. Such activities are 
very beneficai to internal morale because they reflect management's interest in 
encouraging professional growth. 

Training by counterpart staff 

counSrl"stiff"tZZ^T"** ^ *< adVantage °f direct associatio« *ith counterpart staff provided by foreign organizations or by the United Nations or 

Ä£T^^,^thcse counterparts ^prcstige and add*°nal 
competence to the institute s programme, their major value often lies in the 

EX      tran8fer °f SkÜ,S fr0m f0reign eXpertS t0 *lccted ambers of tt 
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Training througfi in-house projects 

can can^Tl ^ "^ ^^ pr°jeCtS aS a means of cultivating new skills can contribute to profesional growth. Critical assessment of the extent h, Jíh 
supporting funds are being used for this purpose should be carried out Th endet 
in selecting such projects is to choose those which are technical \M„ fv V 
managc nt and staff and are assumed to be susceptible t o p r c tVoto¡on° 
They of e„ require, for the most part, the exercise of existing skUls'n ex^ens.on to 
other related applications. In many cases they do not result m direct ¿se Iv mdu 
because they are not aligned with entrepreneurial interests ' " 

th. ¡«"h       manageme"t wUI th•f• weigh the advantages of using at least part of 
he   n-house projects for developing new staff capabilities. If these are caaft, ' 

selected on the basis of probable usefulness in p oviding new areas or  v ne   If 

Xnecedhe POtentÍal COntnbUtÍün °f the inStitUte to i"du.L"eÄ„?wTÄ £ 

Managerial development 

Or gañiz cd training procedures 

Management of an industrial research institute will find it beneficial to oreani/e 

es;°oSitSvetarS' °r dÍSCUS,SÍOn gr0UpS apPr°Priate t0 ^ *"* « *" oî 
condiT^Î    * . PerSOnnel Can be ^ *uidance on how to plan organize 
Ä^t2"STto?d rePOrt °nfeirind* Programme,PSectionTeads 
SS f líiur Tí! ab°uUt the general P°licies oUh* institute as 
an^coSrdiiSta.   un.t TV"

0
 
ab°Ut h°W t0 •pTme their leadershiP< Gaining, 

Practical training in dealing with managerial problems 

nrJ^uLT be d0ne t0 imprOVe the defmition and acceptance of policies and 
oSnT t

r
h
epreSfftiVeS of intermediate or lower echelons of th oWnbat on 

part1C1pate ,n the, elaborate. They may be used in an advisory capacity in stan ing 
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committees or ad hoc groups. For example, they can be advisers on library 
acquisitions, purchase of new equipment, safety regulations, procedures for use of 
shop facilities, reporting systems, some aspects of personnel administration etc., 
without weakening the prerogatives of management. Some industrial enterprises in 
highly industrialized countries have sometimes gone so far as to appoint "junior 
boards of directors", with advisory powers only; this has resulted in improved 
communication and understanding between management and the rest of the 
organization. 

7 



Chapter IO 

COMPREHENSIVE OUTLINE FOR EVALUATION 

Objective 

This chapter proposes a scheme for comprehensive evaluation as a means of 
calling attention to salient points in the preceding chapters and as a convenient form 
for a general assessment of past performance and future potential of an industrial 
research institute. It does not necessarily follow the details presented earlier, hut it 
does represent quite complete coverage of major attributes and resources. Hence it 
presents to those responsible for the success of an institute a checklist tor considering 
strengths and weaknesses of the organization. 

It is to be hoped that institutes in different parts of the world will be willing to 
tabulate ratings for their operations. If this is done, the information would be 
valuable for establishing some preliminary conclusions about the successes and 
problems of this important type of national technical resource. 

Suggested procedures for organizing evaluation studies 

Selection of personnel for evaluation 

If an evaluation is to be meaningful, it should be as objective and unbiased as the 
circumstances will permit. For obvious reasons, the director of an institute should 
preferably not be the source of evaluation of his own operation. Try as he will, it is 
difficult for him to offer objective criticism of his own handiwork. Even if he can 
largely omit his own biases, it should be most helpful to him to have his organization 
examined from a fresh perspective. 

The most desirable answer would be to use an unprejudiced outside group 
consisting of a small number of competent individuals. These might be provided by a 
national agency, the United Nations, or some other international body. A somewhat 
less desirable solution would be a committee of members of the board of directors 
not directly involved with the operation of the institute. A final suggestion is for the 
director to appoint a small group of his senior colleagues in management. If none of 
these alternatives is feasible and the director has to do it himself, or in co-operation 
with a few senior fellow executives, the scheme would have the advantage of forcing 
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him to take a comprehensive look at his creation, even though his opinions may be 
lacking in objectivity. 

The spirit in which an evaluation is undertaken is important for success It 
should not be used as a medium for criticism of individuals. It should be regarded as 
a guide for improving future performance. 

Rating scheme 

It is recommended that for each criterion used in table 11 four qualitative 
degrees of scoring be used: U = unsatisfactory; S = satisfactory; G = good; E = ex- 
cellent. These ratings should be made on the basis of reasonable performance under 
the set of circumstances which the institute faces, including the economic and 
industrial climate, limitations on financial support, and difficulty of securine 
competent  personnel. * 

Even where quantitative information can be assembled such as for income and 
expenditure, work completed, staff size, facilities and equipment there exists no 
quantitative norm for comparison. Hence the final judgement has to be based on 
subjective opinion. 

Systematic outline for evaluation 

Table 11 is proposed for rating performance in the major areas of managerial 
policies and controls. In the following paragraphs general comments are made under 
the principal headings as regards the more important considerations on which scoring 
is to be based. These summarize but do not include the details of discussions in 
preceding chapters. 

Financial performance general 

The objective of this analysis is to determine how well the growth rate in income 
is meeting the expectations and plans which were the basis for establishment of the 
institute. If a guiding policy was to provide an optimum level of service to industry 
and Government through sponsored projects, how successful has the institute been in 
securing this type of work? 

Sources of earned income 

Are the general procedures for analysing earned income adequate to disclose the 
salient facts and trends? Is the present status of the level for types of sources, sectors 
oí industry, and types of enterprises and services reviewed in terms of plans? Is 
adequate attention devoted to recovery of project costs through fees? Is the growth 
rate of these categories analysed to determine the validity of the plans? Does the 
management make systematic use of the results of the evaluation for formulating 
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Utilization of supporting income 

Does the management have a plan and procedures analysing the use of 
supporting income to further the progress of the institute? Has it developed a 
class.fication of major areas of expenditure for this purpose? Are the results used to 
reexamine the pattern of expenditures in order to meet its objectives for 
performance? J 

Analysis of expenditures 

Is there a system for critical examination of expenditures in terms of objectives'? 
Are there procedures for controlling expense of sponsored and in-house projects and 
for estimating in advance the costs associated with them? Is the basis for calculating 
fees receiving adequate attention? Are overhead expenses under continual review to 
bnng them into line with managerial policies and objectives? Does the institute 
operate with a balanced budget and does it endeavour to accumulate reserves for 
major purposes or emergencies? 

Work performance 

Are there managerial procedures for making a comprehensive review of work 
completed? Does this include a classification of sponsored and in-house projects that 
provides a basis for determining present allocation of technical effort to various types 
of activities? Table 11 may be expanded to include growth rate as well as present 
status Are the data used by management for planning changes in emphasis to meet 
general objectives? 

Staff capabilities 

Is the growth rate of professional staff proportional to growth in income? Is the 
professional staff in proper relationship to supporting personnel? Is the rate of 
turnover of professional staff affecting the capability of the institute to carry out the 
programme? Is the technical competence of the staff compatible with the objectives 
ot the institute? J 

Facilities 

Are the working space, equipment, library, and service facilities suitable for the 
programme? Is the budgeting procedure for facilities adequate to provide for future 
requirements? 

General administration 

Has the director formulated suitable objectives, policies, criteria, and plans' 
Have they been suitably disseminated to the staff for guidance in the conduct of the 
work? Are the organizational structure and delegation of responsibility and 
authonty appropriate for smooth working relationships? How active is the board of 
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directors m assisting the institute in performing its mission'.' Is the director 
mstnbuting his efforts in accord with logical priorities? What is the attitude of the 
staff towards management? How constructive are relationships between management 
und other personnel? Are meetings and discussions handled efficiently? 

Selection of programme areas 

Have policies and criteria been formulated to systematize the selection of areas 
for expansion and growth? Have strengths and weaknesses of the institute been 
evaluated to provide a basis for determining its technical competence and ability to 
service a clientele in new areas? Is there a procedure for screening sectors of industry 
to determine their attractiveness for technical assistance? Have these potential areas 
of growth been evaluated in terms of the resources of the institute? Has there been a 
review of the types of service the institute would need to provide to make optimum 
penetration of the preferred industrial sectors? 

Administration of technical activities 

Have criteria been established for the selection of in-house and sponsored 
projects? Is the system for defining and organizing projects adequate9 Are the 
procedures effective for staffing projects and for allocating professional time and 
budgets to them? Is administrative control of projects systematically performed9 Is 
the reporting system adequate? Is sufficient attention devoted to the improvement 
of internal and external communications? 

Personnel administration 

Is there adequate effort to orient individuals to their institute environment 
through administrative manuals, organization charts, and job descriptions9 Are the 
recruitment procedures well adapted to securing the best personnel and 
indoctrinating them? Is there a systematic programme for periodic individual reviews 
of performance of all members of the staff? Are separation interviews handled 
appropriately? Are the procedures for salary administration such as to ensure 
equitable treatment? Is there an organized policy and programme for professional 
growth Is sufficient attention paid to improvement of managerial capabilities of the 
stati. 

TABLE 11 

/. Financial performance-general Score 

Average growth rate per year in: 
Gross income 
Supporting income 
Earned income 

Ratio of earned to supporting income 
Percentage of gross income represented by earned 

income after X years of operation 
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  TABLE 1 1    (tont,) 

U. Sources of earned income 
Managerial procedures for analysis 
Present status in terms of plans 

Major sources, i.e. public agencies, 
industrial enterprises etc. 

Sectors of industry 
Types of enterprises 
Types of service 
Project cost recovery 

Growth rate in terms of plans 
Major sources 
Sectors of industry 
Types of enterprises 
Types of service 
Project cost recovery 

Managerial use of ratings for future plans 

///. Utilization of supporting income 
Managerial procedures for analysis 
Present utilization of funds 

Long-range in-house projects 
Professional development, general 
Development of new skills 
Exploration of new areas of service 
Provision of public service 
Facilities and equipment 
Adjustment of utilization to meet objectives 

IV. Analysis of expenditures 
Procedures for analysis, general 
Control of project expense 

Sponsored projects 
In-house projects 

System for estimating project expense 
Basis for calculating fees 
Analysis of overhead expense 
Balancing of budget 
Accumulation of reserves 

V. Work performance 
Managerial procedures for analysis 
Volume of sponsored project work completed 

New industrial operations 
Development surveys 
Managerial projects 
Assistance to small and medium-sized enterprises 
Studies on industrial operations 
Product and process development 
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TABLE 11   (com.) 

Technical service 
Analysis and testing 
Information services 

Volume of in-house project work completed 
New industrial operations 
Development surveys 
Managerial projects 
Assistance to small and medium-sized enterprises 
Studies on industrial operations 
Product and process development 
Technical service 
Analysis and testing 
Information services 

Procedures for utilizing results of the analysis 
for future planning 

VI. Staff capabilities 
Rate of growth of professional staff 
Ratio of professional to non-professional staff 
Rate of turnover of professional staff 
Technical competence of staff in terms of objectives 

VII. Facilities 
Adequacy of working space 
Adequacy of equipment 
Adequacy of library facilities 
Adequacy of service facilities 
Budgetary procedures for facilities 

VIII. General administration 
Définition of objectives, policies, criteria, and plans 
Definition of organization, functions, responsibility, 

and authority 
Activities of the board of directors 
Activities of the director 
Functioning of other echelons 
Internal image of management 
Relations with professional staff 
Handling of meetings and discussions 

IX. Selection of programme areas 
Policies for expansion and diversification 
Evaluation of institute capabilities 
Procedures for evaluating growth areas 
Co-ordination of internal capabilities with 

external opportunities 
Detailed analysis of services the institute is 

competent to provide 
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TABLE 11   (cont.) 

X. Administration of technical activities 
Criteria for in-house projects 
Criteria for sponsored projects 
Organization of projects 
Staffing of projects 
Project time allocations 
Project budgets 
Procedures for control of projects 
Reporting system 
Internal communications 
External communications 

XJ. Personnel administration 
Orientation of the individual towards the 

organization 
Recruitment procedures 
Periodic reviews of performance 
Procedures for separations 
Salary administration 
Professional development 
Managerial development 

Scoring:   E 
G 
S 
u 

excellent 
good 
satisfactory 
unsatisfactory 
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